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Mathematical characterizations of biological sequences form one of the main
elements of bioinformatics. In this work, a class of DNA sequence characterization,
namely computational genomics signatures, which capture global features of these
sequences is used to address emerging computational biology challenges. Because
of the species specicity and pervasiveness of genome signatures, it is possible to use
these signatures to characterize and identify a genome or a taxonomic unit using
a short genome fragment from that source. However, the identication accuracy
is generally poor when the sequence model and the sequence distance measure
are not selected carefully. We show that the use of relative distance measures
instead of absolute metrics makes it possible to obtain better detection accuracy.
Furthermore, the use of relative metrics can create opportunities for using more
complex models to develop genome signatures, which cannot be used eciently
when conventional distance measures are used.
Using a relative distance measure and a model based on the relative abundance
of oligonucleotides in a genome fragment, a novel genome signature was dened.
This signature was employed to address a class of metagenomics problems. The
metagenomics approach enables sampling and sequencing of a microbial community
without isolating and culturing single species. Determining the taxonomic classi-
i
cation of the bacterial species within the microbial community from the mixture
of short DNA fragments is a dicult computational challenge. We present super-
vised and unsupervised algorithms for taxonomic classication of metagenomics
data and demonstrate their eectiveness on simulated and real-world data. The
supervised algorithm, RAIphy, classies metagenome fragments of unknown origin
by assigning them to the taxa, dened in a signature database of previously se-
quenced microbial genomes. The signatures in the database are updated iteratively
during the classication process. Most metagenomics samples include unidentied
species, thus they require clustering. Pseudo-assembly of fragments, followed by
clustering of taxa is employed in the unsupervised setting. The signatures de-
veloped in this work are more specic-specic and pervasive than any signatures
currently available in the literature, and demonstrate the potential and viability of
using genome signatures to solve various metagenomics problems as well as other
challenges in computational biology.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Genomes can be viewed as linear strings of four bases, adenine (A), guanine (G),
cytosine (C), and thymine (T). This enables the treatment of genome sequences as
symbolic sequences and the characterization of these sequences using mathematical
models. The mathematical models of genomic sequences of particular interest to us
in this work is a class of models called genome signatures. Genome signatures are
compact mathematical representations of DNA sequences. They characterize the
sequences in a manner that emphasizes features specic to the organism from which
the DNA was obtained. Examples of such signatures are parametric models that
make use of statistics gathered from fragment of the DNA sequence. In the case
of genome signatures the estimated parameters are unique to a species; therefore,
genome signatures constitute species-specic characterization of DNA sequences.
A second attribute of genome signatures that make them a potentially signi-
cant tool for bioinformatics applications is the pervasiveness of the signature. By
pervasiveness of a signature we mean that species specicity of the signature is
preserved for any arbitrary genome fragment. According to this property, dierent
1
genome fragments from the same genome have similar mathematical characteriza-
tions. Moreover, these characterizations are similar for varying fragment lengths.
The two properties of species specicity and pervasiveness determine the strength
of a genome signature. A strong signature, which is highly species-specic and per-
vasive can characterize a genome using only a small random part of the genome.
For many bioinformatics applications, detection of the species of origin from small
random genome fragments is required. Genome signatures are good candidates for
such tasks.
In practice, the species specicity and pervasiveness of signatures is limited by
many factors. Consider a mathematical characterization in the form of a paramet-
ric model where the model parameters are estimated using the statistics gathered
from the genome fragments. While the statistics obtained from long genome frag-
ments could provide good estimates, poor estimates due to insucient statistics
may be observed in the case of short sequences. Poor estimates of the signature
parameters result in weak signatures which are not very ecient for distinguishing
between various candidate organisms as the species of origin. This is a common
problem, and most known genome signatures suer from this problem.
Poor specicity and pervasiveness problems force researchers to use simple
genome signatures that do not require large number of parameters to estimate.
However, use of simple structures can also lead to poor characterization. This
phenomenon is a major obstacle to the use of genome signatures in various bioin-
formatics applications. As an example, genome-signature based methods are widely
used for long contigs in taxonomy assignment applications of metagenomics. How-
ever, a general trend is to employ database search methods for the assignment of
short DNA sequences to their taxonomic origin, in spite of their computational
2
burden, because genome-signature based methods mostly fail at this task.
1.1 Contributions of this Dissertation
Our fundamental observation is that species specicity and the pervasiveness of a
genome signature do not only depend on the structure of the characterization, but
also depend on how the distances/similarities between the signatures are measured.
We claim that, by an appropriate selection of the distance metric, more information
contained in a signature can be exploited. Conventional use of signatures mostly
employs absolute distance/similarity metrics such as Euclidean metrics, correlation
measures, etc. However, we show that when relative measures, such as model tness
or likelihood function calculations replace these absolute measures, it is possible to
obtain better detection accuracy. Similarly, the use of relative metrics can create
the opportunity for using more complex models, which cannot be used eciently
with conventional measures, as signatures.
Based on this observation we have developed signatures and similarity/dierence
measures that are superior to any combination currently available in the literature.
As an application of the signature developed in this work, a supervised metagenome
binning algorithm called RAIphy [1] is proposed. RAIphy outperforms all cur-
rently known compositional based binning programs for a broad range of fragment
lengths. The performance of RAIphy is competitive with similarity-search methods
although RAIphy has much lower computational complexity.
We have also considered the metagenome binning task in an unsupervised set-
ting using the same principle of dependence between the signature and the simi-
larity/dierence metric. Unsupervised RAIphy is an algorithm that combines con-
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cepts from genome assembly and metagenome binning for unsupervised taxonomic
grouping. Our tests show the superior performance for unsupervised RAIphy when
compared to currently popular unsupervised metagenome binning methods.
The framework studied for the ecient use of genome signatures is promising
for further applications of bioinformatics because it implies that genome signatures
might obtain more information about a genome than previously understood. This
opens up the potential for further applications.
1.2 Organization of this Dissertation
In the following chapter we introduce the concept of genome signatures and their
historical development. In this chapter we focus mainly on signatures that are
based on the frequency of occurrence of short oligonucleotides. In Chapter 3 we
continue with our discussion of mathematical characterizations which could be
used as genome signatures because of their properties of species specicity and
pervasiveness but which are not directly based on the frequency of occurrence of
short oligonucleotides. The use of relative distance/similarity metrics and their
advantages are discussed in Chapter 4. We also introduce a novel metric called
the Relative Abundance Index in this chapter. An introduction to metagenomics is
provided in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 introduces the metagenome binning algorithm,
RAIphy. An unsupervised version of RAIphy supported with a novel metagenome
binning paradigm is presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 contains the summary and
further research directions.
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Chapter 2
Genome Signatures, Denition
and Background
Since the discovery of the fact that the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the primary
repository of genetic information, the understanding of the molecular evolution of
biological sequences such as DNA, RNA and proteins has been invaluable for un-
derstanding the driving forces, trends and implications of the evolution of species.
Development of statistical tools for analyzing biological sequences has been useful
for capturing the eect of evolution on genomes. An important discovery in this
direction is that the compositional features of a genome carry information about
the evolutionary history of a species.
These compositional features carry specic signals which permit organisms to
be distinguished on the basis of genus and species. This specicity can be inter-
preted to be the result of the adaptation of the species process to the environment.
Observed environmental and structural parameters are some of the factors shaping
DNA, RNA and protein compositions. Furthermore, physicochemical structural
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constraints and high level cellular machinery also shape the organization of biolog-
ical sequences.
Along with providing a means for distinguishing between species, the species
specicity can be used in a number of ways. The relative homogeneity of the
compositional factors means that the species-specicity of these features exists
throughout the genome. These two properties of species specicity and pervasive-
ness are major components of a genomic signature.
2.1 Denition of Computational Genomic Signa-
tures
Characterizations of species specic features in biological sequences are often de-
scribed by the term signature. The term genomic signature has been used homony-
mously corresponding to similar concepts, but to dierent properties. For instance,
a species specic feature obtained from a genome is frequently used as a genome
signature. Such a feature may be a short fragment of the genome unique to the
organism. A sequence of around 20-25 bp in length has a low probability of ap-
pearing in all genomes. Therefore, those sequences are comprehensively searched
for and labeled as barcodes belonging to specic taxonomic groups. A detection
technology, such as microarray platforms [2] or PCR assays [3,4], can detect these
barcodes resulting in the detection of the unknown organism. This barcoding
methodology has been used for building catalogues of species and identication of
birds [5], shes [6] and amphibians [7] as well as a large set of other eukaryotes[8].
Similarly, barcoding using composition vectors gathered from rRNA sequences has
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also been used for similar purposes [9,10]. The genomic signature in this sense
is located in a specic region of the genomes, and the knowledge of the entire
genome or at least the location and sequence of that region is required for dening
the genome signature.
Unlike previous genome signature denitions, computational genomic signa-
tures utilize the relative homogeneity of genomes as well as the species specicity
of DNA. A computational genomic signature is a species-specic mathematical
structure that can be generated from an arbitrary genome fragment. That is to
say, given a random fragment of any genome with sucient length, one can gener-
ate the same (or similar) mathematical characterization for a given genome. The
resulting structure is distinguishable from that obtained from the genome of a dif-
ferent organism. In order to introduce the distinguishability of signatures, a metric
is also needed in the space where the signature is dened. That is:
dS(S(GXi); S(GXj)) < dS(S(GXi); S(GYk)); (2.1)
where GXi and GXj are random DNA sequences from the genome GX and GYk
is a random DNA sequence from genome GY , and i; j; k 2 N+. S(:) is an oper-
ation over the domain of possible DNA sequences and the range of S(:) exists in
a metric signature space. The distances in this signature space are shown with
the metric dS(:; :). Ideally, the signature is embedded in any subsequence of a
genome, that is dS(S(GXi); S(GXj)) = 0. In practice, due to the heterogeneities
introduced by functional constraints and random mutations/deletions/insertions,
these intergenomic distances are generally non-zero. These intergenomic distances
depend on both the feature extraction ability of the signature and the metric de-
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ned in the signature space. Two attributes determine the quality of a genome
signature: species specicity, and pervasiveness. Genome signatures are pervasive,
in that they appear throughout the genome, and species specic, in that they are
dierent for dierent organisms.
2.2 Compositional Features as Genome Signa-
tures
2.2.1 GC Content:
GC content, an early discovered compositional feature of genomes, is a popular
characterization, which satises the genome signature denition. It measures the
ratio of cytosine + guanine bases in a DNA sequence. The ratio of genomic GC
content is biased accross the tree of life and ranges from 16.5% (Carsonella ruddii)
to 75% (Anaeromyxobacter dehalogens) [11,12]. GC variation is also correlated
with phylogenetic variation [13].
The variation of GC-content has been attributed to several factors. The dier-
ence in physicochemical character of the cytosine { guanine and adenine { thymine
bonds results in varying reactions to dierent factors. Examples include cytosine
and guanine forming 3 H-bonds between the strands in the double helix and being
more resistant to denaturation [14], dierent reaction to reactive oxygen species
damage [10], the availability and lower cost of A/T products, the preference of
GC over AT in dierent respiratory behavior, growth temperatures and ecologi-
cal conditions. Along with the selective perspective maintaining that GC bias is
driven by selective pressures exerted by the environment, there is also a naturalist
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Figure 2.1: GC-content of randomly chosen 50 kb genomic fragments of Neisseria
meningitidis and Mesorhizobium loti.
camp which claims that [15,16] the bias is not a result of selection but is due to a
neutral mutational behavior. Because of their variation with varying environmen-
tal parameters, GC-content values appear to be species-specic. Moreover, as the
bases are distributed throughout a genome in similar proportions, the GC content
satises the pervasiveness attribute of a genome signature.
The dierent values of GC content for various species, and its relative conser-
vation within a genome was noticed in the early 1960s [17]. We can observe the
genome signature property of GC-content in randomly chosen 50 kb genomic frag-
ments of Neisseria meningitidis and Mesorhizobium loti as shown in Figure 2.1.
The GC-content is also the simplest form of signatures, since it has only one ratio-
nal number parameter and the distance metric is simply the arithmetic dierence
of these values.
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Fvalue synonymous codon usage Amino acid usage
Genus 969.55 708.65
Family 1016.85 818.15
Order 1186.3 875.54
Table 2.1: F-scores of one-way-ANOVA for amino acid usage and synonymous
codon usage. Distribution of proles at dierent clade levels are considered.
2.2.2 Amino acid content:
Amino acid content represents the relative frequencies of amino acids used in a
protein or a proteome with a 20 dimensional vector. It involves the simplest feature
at the proteome level, analogous to GC content at the genome level. Certain
organisms prefer dierent amino acids in their proteins, resulting in a spectrum of
typical amino acid usage of various taxa.
It has been suggested that the species specicity of amino acid usage is the
outcome of certain evolutionary processes. Response to dierent environmental
temperatures [18,19], economy of nutrient supply [20-22], susceptibility to oxidation
and the resulting behavior under dierent respiratory regimes [23] are among the
factors shaping the amino acid content.
The preference for certain amino acids is also fairly conserved throughout a
genome. Because genes do not diverge signicantly in the preference of amino
acids they code, this preference is pervasive through the genome. This signature
property was used by Sandberg et. al. for classication of proteins based on their
amino acid content.
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2.2.3 Synonymous codon usage:
Synonymous codon usage is generally represented by 64 dimensional vectors which
reect the relative frequency of each codon coding for an amino acid. In the
early 1980s, it was noted that each species systematically prefers certain codons
to code an amino acid; this phenomenon is true for most genes of an organism
[25-27]. The proposition that synonymous codon usage is species specic is known
as Grantham's genome hypothesis.
The variation of synonymous codon usage among the genes of an organism
is frequently attributed to gene expression levels and the relative abundance of
tRNA's in a cell [28,29]. Variation between genomes is more signicant than in-
tergenomic variation. Even though the usage of synonymous codons does not
change the protein composition, it has also been linked to amino acid composition
[30-33], protein structure [34-36], directional mutational biases [37-39], and mRNA
secondary structure [40]. The direct relationship of synonymous codon usage to
the environmental factors can be seen by the fact that synonymous codon usage
carries signals revealing information about the thermal and respiratory behavior
of an organism [41].
Following a similar statistical methodology used for amino acid usage, it was
also shown that synonymous codon usage exhibits genome signature characteristics
[24]. Table 2.1 shows one-way ANOVA test results based on F-scores for amino
acid usage and synonymous codon usage. Each gene was represented by its amino
acid/synonymous codon usage prole and analysis of variance is employed assuming
each taxon as one group. The test is performed for the clade levels of genus, family
and order. Higher F-scores imply a clearer separation of taxa in the vector spaces
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of the corresponding genome signatures.
2.3 Methods of Characterization Embedded in
the Initial Work on DNA
In the 1960s, the rst glimpses of genome signatures appeared as supplementary
observations to the experiments designed for dierent purposes. Before the birth
of computational biology, with the non-existence of molecular databases and in
silico genome analysis, Kornberg and colleagues [42,43] conducted a series of stud-
ies using the replication factors from phage X 174 and primer sets to synthesize
DNA of viral, bacterial, plant and animal sources. The ingenious technique they
used involved 50   P 32 labeled DNA to obtain the percentage of dierent dinu-
cleotides. Their main motivation and thus the main observation was conrming
Watson-Crick base pairing by comparing the reverse complement doublets in for-
ward and reverse strands. Along with achieving their primary goal, they also found
that the frequency of occurrence of dinucleotides did not follow a random model.
That is, the frequency of occurrence of a dinucleotide pair XY was not equal to
the product of the frequency of occurrence of each individual nucleotide X and
Y. They also found that the dinucleotide frequencies obtained from dierent tax-
onomies such as mouse tumors, crab testis, bovine liver, as well as plants and viral
DNA were distinguishable by dinucleotide frequencies. In particular, they found
that the frequency of occurrence of the CpG dinucleotide ts a random model for
bacteria, but it moves progressively away from a random model for echinoderms
and vertebrates. Another important observation they reported was that the syn-
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thesized DNA sequences had the same doublet frequency characteristics with the
primers used to synthesize these sequences for viral, bacterial and animal sources.
These additional observations are actually indications of the species specicity and
pervasiveness of doublet frequencies as genome signatures. Subak-Sharpe and col-
leagues [44,45] dened the term \general design of an organism" as the normalized
frequency of occurrence (odds ratio) of dinucleotides, and they noted the similarity
of the general design of several small mammalian viruses and their hosts [46].
2.4 Dinucleotide Odd-ratios as a Genome Signa-
ture
After the rst indications of the existence of genomic signatures, it took almost
30 years to reconsider the concept. With the increasing availability of genomic se-
quences, Karlin and colleagues, in a sequence of papers [47-55], extended the work
of Kornberg et al., and Subak-Sharpe et al.; and coined the term genomic signa-
ture. Initially, the odds ratio of dinucleotides (along with tri- and tetranucleotides)
to measure the divergence of neighboring bases from expected distributions was in-
troduced to observe the over- and underrepresentation of dinucleotides in genomes
[47]:
XY =
f (XY )
f (X)f (Y )
: (2.2)
Here f (XY ) stands for the frequency of the dinucleotide XY in the given frag-
ment concatenated with its reverse strand. f (X) and f (Y ) are the frequencies
of the bases X and Y. This odd-ratio gives an overrepresentation or an under-
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representation measure for the all 16 dinucleotides. Note that f (X) values are cal-
culated using both strands. The frequencies without star superscripts are the fre-
quencies calculated using one strand of the genome. Because of Watson-Crick pair-
ing, f (G) = f (C) = f(G+ C); the same property applies for A and T. Initially,
these measurements were used individually, and global properties of dinucleotide
occurrence, such as the underrepresentation of AT in almost all taxonomies, un-
derrepresentation of CG in vertebrates and mitochondrial DNA, and overrepre-
sentation of homodimers, along with the corresponding evolutionary implications,
were discussed. Karlin and Ladunga [49] examined the normalized frequency of
occurrence of di-, tri- and tetra-nucleotides in various eukaryotic genomes. As a
result of this study, they noted that the Euclidean distance of relative abundance
proles for closely related organisms were smaller than the distances calculated for
phylogenetically distant organisms. Later on, a metric which took into account all
16 dinucleotide abundance values, the  distance, was introduced [54]:
(f; g) = 1=16
X
XY
jXY (f)  XY (g)j: (2.3)
Having dened two requirements for a genome signature, the signature and the
distance metric in signature space, Karlin et al. investigated the species specicity
and pervasiveness of that signature. It was seen that  distance is very small
within the same species, being only 2-3 times the distance found in random DNA.
Another result was that within the genome, the distance is generally smaller than
the intergenomic measurements. In fact, in some cases, the species specicity and
pervasiveness of dinucleotide relative abundance ratio proles are even visible to
the naked eye without any metric denition. An example is shown in Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2: The dinucleotide odds-ration proles for 20 random 50 kbp segments
from Neisseria meningitidis and aquifex aeolicus genomes.
for 20 random 50 kbp segments from Neisseria meningitidis and aquifex aeolicus
genomes. Clearly, the 50 kbp sections are distinguishable for these two genomes.
A fruitful series of applications followed this initial discovery of genome sig-
natures. The dinucleotide abundance signature along with  distance has been
observed to be pervasive also in Eukaryotes for > 50kbp genomic fragments. More-
over, according to their genome signature analysis, archea appeared to be an in-
consistent clade having large signature distance between the members. Although
the dinucleotide abundance proles of nuclear DNA and mitochondrial DNA are
signicantly dierent than each other, it was found that the distances between the
mitochondrial DNA are in parallel with the distances obtained from nuclear DNA
segments. This result was considered as quantitative evidence for the coevolution
of eukaryote cells and their mitochondria. Moreover, the mitochondria of mam-
mals were reported as being very similar to each other, while animal and fungal
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mitochondria DNA were moderately similar and all very dierent than plant and
protist mitochondrial sequences. With their genome signature studies on virus
and bacterial plasmids, Karlin and colleagues found that both virus and plasmids
resemble the structure of their hosts. Also among viral genomes, single stranded
RNA viruses are found to be the species having the most obscure signatures which
are close to random sequences. They attributed that random nature to the high
mutation rate of single stranded RNA.
During their investigation of genomic signatures, Karlin and colleagues were
not able to determine a clear relationship between environmental factors (e.g.
habitat propensities, osmolarity tolerance, chemical conditions) and their genome
signature. They mostly attributed the emergence of signatures to the structural
properties of the DNA polymer such as dinucleotide stacking energies, curvature,
chromosomal organization, DNA packaging, DNA replication, transcription, and
repair mechanisms.
2.5 Chaos Game Representation
The history of genome signature discovery has evolved from two dierent biological
sequence analysis camps. The rst group contains the initial in vivo approaches
investigating dinucleotide occurrence frequencies. In this approach, the over-and
underabundance of nucleotide doublets accounts for species specicity and per-
vasiveness. Another branch of sequence analysis followed statistical mechanics
approaches to analyze the genomic sequences, nally ending up with another form
of genome signatures. Later on, the tight connection between those two concepts
being instances of oligonucleotide composition was reported.
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The attempts to represent genome sequences in other mathematical forms, in
which a rich repertoire of analysis tools is available, has been of great interest to
researchers. Some of these approaches have their roots in statistical mechanics.
Representing the sequences as random walks [56-59] has revealed some features,
such as the walks of DNA sequences resembling fractal behavior. Moreover, di-
vergence from random sequences and exhibiting Markov-like behavior provided a
basis for further investigation of compositional features. In 1990 Jerey [60] pro-
posed a method he called the Chaos Game Representation (CGR) to visualize the
genomic sequences. This was a method employed from nonlinear dynamics [61], as
a two dimensional representation of symbolic sequences. According to this scheme,
a symbolic sequence is scanned with a running window of length k, and with every
step the observed k-mer is represented in a 2 dimensional iterated map. Simply, we
can assume that from the left-top quadrant in clockwise direction each quadrant
represents C, G, T, and A respectively in a square. The rst base is placed in the
corresponding quadrant, after that the quadrant is divided into 4 quadrants, and
the same procedure is applied for the second base. Iteratively, the observed window
nds its place in one of the 4k squares, in k steps of iteration. Complex nonrandom
symbolic sequences are observed to form fractal images with chaos game represen-
tation. Jerey observed this behavior in DNA sequences and concluded that DNA
sequences were far from random.
An objection to chaos game representation of genomic sequences arose from
Goldman, claiming that it reects the short term correlations of DNA rather than
capturing complex structures. He added the claim that the same images can be
generated from mono-, di- and trinucleotide frequencies of DNA sequences. In-
deed, he was able capture the \double scoop" character, an indication of scarcity
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Figure 2.3: The generation of the CGR of Archeoglobus Fulgidus genome in 8
iterations. (gure taken from Deschevanne et al [62])
in the CG doublet, of CGR observed in vertebrate genomes and in vertebrate
viruses. Goldman was right in claiming that CGR images do not capture complex
structures but reect the short term correlations, and he was wrong in claiming
that those images do not provide superior information than that obtained from
oligonucleotide frequencies up to trinucleotide or even the codon usage. In fact,
CGR images contain the information of k-mers and not more than that. Since the
correlations in DNA is longer than 3 base separation dependencies, CGR can pro-
vide better knowledge than codon usage. To see how CGR images exactly contain
k-mer frequency information clearly we can follow this reading: The idea of this
representation is the whole set of frequencies from mononucleotide frequencies to
k-length word frequencies found in a given genomic sequence can be displayed in
the form of a single image in which each pixel is associated with a specic word.
The dierence of this specic representation from a random arrangement of pixels
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in the image is that the generation of the image is a recursive process starting from
4 pixels for mononucleotides and splitting each pixel by 4 in every iteration for
each word length expansion. This can be thought of as increasing the resolution of
a quantized image. The grayscale value indicates the relative frequency of a word;
darker values indicate greater relative frequency values. In Figure 2.3 the genera-
tion of the CGR of Archeoglobus Fulgidus genome is shown. The resulting images
show certain characteristics as the word length increases. A human expert can
comprehend the characteristics of a genome by analyzing the CGR. For instance,
the lighter upper part indicates low G+C composition, diagonally oriented lines
represent the abundance of purine and pyrimidine stretches. These diagonal lines
can be seen in the Figure 2.3.
It was Deschevanne et al. [62], who discovered that CGR representation could
also be used as a signature. With CGR images created from dierent organisms, it
was clear that dierent organisms attain distinguishable CGR images. Moreover,
the images obtained from random genomic fragments down to 1000 bp in length
formed images resembling dierent variations of the same image to the human eye
(Figure 2.4).
Heuristically the pervasiveness and species specicity of CGR images are visi-
ble. However, as signatures are mathematical structures there is a need for metrics
to quantify the signature behavior as mentioned before. Euclidian distances be-
tween the CGR images, obtained by adding the squared pixel dierences for the
same pixel locations, were calculated, and the species specicity and pervasive-
ness were shown by computational experiments [63]. It is clear that the Euclidian
distances of 2k times 2k CGR images correspond to the vector distances of k-mer
frequencies in the composition space. Therefore, the discussion reduces to the fact
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Figure 2.4: CGR images for A fulgidus, D radiodurans, M jannaschii, and T pal-
lidum for varying fragment length. (gure taken from Deschevanne et al [62])
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that oligonucleotide frequencies are genome signatures. A close relationship be-
tween the dinucleotide abundance ratio signatures and GCR images was noticed
by Wang et al. [64], and it was concluded that as the information of dinucleotide
abundance proles are already embedded in CGR images and they belong to a
spectrum of genomic signatures. These results imply that, dinucleotide abundance
ratios, CGR and oligonucleotide frequencies are computational genomic signatures
of the same class.
2.6 A Unied Framework of Genome Signatures:
Functions of Oligonucleotide Occurrence
It is possible to dene a general compositional feature from which the genome
signatures dened above can be deduced. A general scheme serving this purpose
is the frequency of oligonucleotide occurrence in a DNA fragment. GC content,
synonymous codon usage, and amino acid content can be approximately expressed
as functions of oligonucleotide frequency proles. Moreover, genome signatures de-
ned on dinucleotide abundance ratios and CGR images are functions of oligonu-
cleotide frequencies.
Given a oligonucleotide frequency vector of a DNA sequence (with the oligonu-
cleotide length of k), the GC content of this sequence can be obtained by summing
up the rst 2(2k 1) components of this vector. As an example, we can take a
random 100 kbp fragment of e. coli genome and look at the relative dinucleotide
frequencies of that fragment. These frequencies are represented as a 16 dimensional
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vector:
[ 0.056 0.071 0.067 0.05 0.081 0.058 0.056 0.057 0.051 0.051 0.069 0.07 0.049 0.079 ]
summing up the rst 8 components of this vector, we obtain 0:4999 which is the
GC content of this fragment.
This basically is a linear projection on a line in the oligonucleotide frequency
space which can be represented as the dot product of a vector with 4k entries
of 0s and 1s with an oligomer frequency vector. We can represent this mapping
with PGC , and the mapping operation as f(XGC) = PGC(f(X)), where f(XGC) is
the GC content, X is the k-mer relative frequency vector and PGC(:) is the linear
function.
Summing up a trimer DNA composition vector with the help of the standard
genetic code, we can approximately obtain the amino acid content vectors with a
linear projection represented by a 20 X 64 binary matrix. Although the relative
frequency of an amino acid equals the codon frequencies coding it, we substitute
the codon frequencies with trinucleotide frequencies in order to obtain the relation-
ship. The codon frequencies are calculated with a moving window of three bases,
while the trinucleotide frequencies do not take the reading frames into account and
average the frequencies over all reading frames. That is why this is an approximate
mapping. The representation of this mapping is (PXaa Pk3) and the mapping op-
eration is f(Xaa)  Paa(Pk3(Xk)), where f(Xaa) is the amino acid content, f(X)
is the k-mer relative frequency vector, Paa is the linear function mapping trimers
to amino acid frequencies and Pk3 is the linear function mapping k-mer frequencies
to trimer frequencies. The error resulting from the approximation is negligible
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(r2 = 0:9987; P < 0:0001).
Clearly, synoymous codon usage is obtained by the normalization of absolute
codon frequencies (which are approximately the trinucleotide vectors) with the
amino acid content. Both are linear projections in the oligonucleotide content
space, which results in a nonlinear mapping within this space. The represen-
tation of this mapping is (Pscu  Pk3) and the mapping operation is f(Xscu) 
Pscu(Pk3(f(X))), where Xscu is the vector containing synonymous codon usage,
X is the k-mer relative frequency vector, Pscu is the nonlinear function mapping
trimer frequencies to synonymous codon usage vectors and Pk3 is the linear func-
tion mapping k-mer frequencies to trimer frequencies. There is a strong correlation
between the approximate mapping and the actual synonymous codon usage values
(r2 = 0:98; P < 0:0001).
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Chapter 3
Other Computational
Characterizations as Genome
Signatures
The early genome signatures discussed in the previous chapter were dened by
dinucleotide abundance ratios and Chaos Game Representations. Even though
these two signatures were developed with dierent motivations and backgrounds,
they share a signicant common ground. Both classes of signatures can be dened
as functions of oligonucleotide frequency vectors.
Here, we introduce other types of computational structures of DNA sequences,
which can be categorized as genome signatures. As with the previously mentioned
signatures, the computational characterizations which will be described here ex-
hibit species specicity and pervasiveness. First present the mathematical char-
acterization we wish to use as a signature. Then we test their specicity and
pervasiveness. In practice, an ideal and absolute quality measurement to quan-
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tify the species specicity and pervasiveness of genome signatures is not currently
known [65]. Nevertheless, it is possible to conduct relative comparisons based on
the variation of certain parameters. For example, as the fragment size decreases,
the computed genome signature will diverge from the signature derived from the
entire genome. This deviation might vary based on the pervasiveness of a genome
signature. Another example involving the relative species specicity of genome sig-
natures is based on the similarity of genome sequences. Genomes of evolutionarily
close organisms might be indistinguishable for some genome signatures, and they
might turn out to be distinguishable using other signatures. This distinguishing
ability is determined by the species specicity of a signature. There is no bench-
mark for specicity and pervasiveness against which to validate a mathematical
structure as a genome signature. However, comparing the signatures based on
these abilities, it is possible to have relative quantications of pervasiveness and
specicity. These can be obtained using statistical tests with varying genome frag-
ment lengths at dierent taxonomy levels. We have used one way ANOVA statistics
to measure the ratio of variance of signatures between the taxonomic levels to their
variance within the taxa. This calculation is performed by F-measure. This con-
stitutes our methodology to compare dierent mathematical characterizations of
DNA sequences. Since all of the corresponding structures exhibit signicant statis-
tics (i.e., high F-values) implying pervasiveness and specicity, we refer to them as
genomic signatures.
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3.1 Long Term Correlation Statistics as Genome
Signatures
Oligonucleotide frequency vectors consist of 4k (k being the length of the oligomer)
components, each component being the the frequency of a specic k-mer. Since the
number of frequency parameters grows exponentially with the length of oligonu-
cleotide, using long oligonucleotides results in data overtting for average DNA
fragment lengths. Therefore, oligonucleotide vectors of sucient size are capable
of capturing the short term dependencies in genomes. Thus genome signatures
which are variants of oligonucleotide content (e.g., dinucleotide abundance ratios,
chaos game representations) possess their signature characteristics due to the de-
pendencies between nearby nucleotides. Long term correlations in DNA, on the
other hand, also might be specic to the genome as well as being homogenous. If
they are, and we could measure long term correlations in a genome, we could ob-
tain computational genomic signatures. Observing long term correlations in DNA
sequences may not be guaranteed, since it is not possible to nd an intuitive ratio-
nale to propose conserved long term correlations in genomes. However, attempts
to capture long term base dependencies can be made.
The correlation of a time series or a random process when the elements of the
series are real numbers can be easily computed. For a wide sense stationary process
the autocorrelation can be estimated as:
r^(k) =
1
(n  k)2
n kX
t=1
(xt   )(xt+k   ): (3.1)
Here, xt; n;  are the numeric sequence, its length, mean and variance respectively.
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If biological sequences consisted of real numbers the proles of R^(k) could be tested
for their signature characteristics. However, estimating the correlations of symbolic
sequences is not that straightforward and requires either mapping to numerical
sequences, or using models to represent the genomic sequences as symbolic random
processes. The former approach has been used for representing DNA sequences as
random walks. In a random walk model for DNA in which the walk is incremented
by +1 if the next symbol is a pyrimidine (C, T) and decremented by -1 if it is
a purine (A, G) base, the mean square uctuation was observed to be dierent
from that of a walk using random sequences or Markov models [66]. This is an
indication of the existence of long term correlations in DNA. The existence of this
correlation has been validated in various studies [67-71].
Investigating the correlations in genomes by mapping the DNA sequences into
numerical data could provide an approach to study these dependencies. However,
the results are dependent on the mapping and there is no trivial way of dening
a mapping from a DNA sequences to a sequence of numbers. A more satisfactory
approach is to use stochastic sequence analysis using the native alphabet. This
can be done using concepts from information theory [72-75]. We rst introduce
an approach proposed by Dehnert et al. to estimate the long term correlations of
DNA to be utilized as genomic signatures.
3.1.1 DNA as an Autoregressive Process
In a discrete autoregressive stochastic process, a symbol being emitted at time t
is a function of the previous symbols. Therefore, the process has memory which
can result in short-range, mid-range or long-range correlations. In most systems
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longer range correlations die out and become negligible in practice. Therefore the
memory, or the order of the systems can be limited based on practical concerns.
Autoregressive processes can be dened in terms of symbolic sequences. Such a
model is called a discrete autoregressive process (DAR(p)) [76,77]. For a DNA
sequence, where xn is the n
th symbol, (xn 2 fA;C;G; Tg) a DAR(p) process can
be dened as [78]:
xn = Vnxn An + (1  Vn)yn: (3.2)
Here Vn is a Bernoulli process taking values 1 with probability  and 0 with prob-
ability 1   . An is an integer in f1; 2; 3; : : : ; pg, attaining each value with the
probability 1; 2; 3; : : : ; p. yn is another random process over the alphabet
fA;C;G; Tg with independent and identically distributed probabilities for each n,
represented by the marginal distribution .
The process can be interpreted as follows. A new symbol in a DNA sequence is
either picked from one of the previous p symbols, or selected independently. The
process Vn works as a switch between random generation and selecting a symbol
from near history. This solely depends on the random variable . If  is zero, there
are no dependencies between the nucleotides and DNA is a random sequence. At
the other extreme, the sequence always depends on its context of length p. When
the new symbol is picked from the previous p symbols, the probability i determines
which symbol is to be selected. Note that i is the conditional probability of xn
being equal to xn i given xn is selected from the history. Therefore, it can be used
to model the dependencies of bases i positions apart in the sequence. That means
the parameter vector  = [1; 2; 3; : : : ; p] can be used as a genome signature
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reecting the dependencies of dinucleotides up to p bases apart.
Given the parameters of the DAR(p) model, a simulated DNA sequence can
be generated. However, to utilize this computational tool to dene a genome sig-
nature, we have to estimate the parameters fig given a DNA sequence. Dehnert
et al. use a version of Yule-Walker estimation [78] to obtain the required parame-
ters. According to this the autocorrelation function of the DAR(p) process can be
represented with the Yule-Walker equations:
r(k) = 1r(k   1) + 2r(k   2) + : : :+ pr(k   p); k  1: (3.3)
Expressing this as a system of linear equations we obtain:
r(1) = 1r(0) + 2r(1) + : : :+ pr(p  1)
r(2) = 1r(1) + 2r(0) + : : :+ pr(p  2)
...
r(p) = 1r(p  1) + 2r(p  2) + : : :+ pr(0)
Given the autocorrelation values, this set of equations can be solved and  =
[1; 2; 3; : : : ; p] can be obtained. It has been shown that the ad-hoc autocor-
relation estimator performs well with symbolic sequences [77]. In this case the
autocorrelation function is:
r^(k) = 1 
X
ai2S
Bm(k; ai)
1
1  (ai) : (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: Correlation strength proles for the rst 30 components for H. sapiens,
P. proglodytes, M. musculus, R. norvegicus, D. melanogaster, and A. gamblae.
Here S = fA;C;G; Tg, and the function Bm is
Bm(k; ai) =
1
m  k
X
ai 6=aj2S
m kX
l=1
ai(xl)aj(xl+k) (3.5)
where a(x) = 1 when a = x and 0 else.
With this version of Yule-Walker estimation of DAR(p) model parameters,
the estimated vector  = [1; 2; 3; : : : ; p] can be used as a genome signature.
This particular signature has been used for modeling eukaryote chromosomes and
measuring distances between chromosomes of the same organism and chromosomes
from dierent organisms [79,80]. In Figure 3.1 the plots of  vectors of dimension
thirty are illustrated for all chromosomes of 6 eukaryotic organisms.
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It is visually evident that while the intergenomic parameter vectors are very
similar, the pattern is dierent for dierent organisms. This implies the species
specicity and pervasiveness of the  vectors [79], and thus it is a genomic signature.
This genomic signature has been reported to be quite specic, but it becomes
hard to distinguish the signatures between closely related species. Using an `1
metric (i.e. d(1; 2) =
P
i j1(i)   2(i)j) to measure the distance of signatures,
it was observed that the chromosomes of human and chimpanzee are dicult to
distinguish from each other.
3.1.2 Average Mutual Information Proles
Another method of detecting long range correlations in DNA sequences is the use
of average mutual information. Average mutual information was rst introduced
by Claude Shannon for the study of signals under noisy channel conditions [81].
It has attracted the attention of computational biologists as a means for under-
standing dependent events like correlated mutations at noncontiguos sites [82], and
secondary structures and correlations in protein sequences [83-90].
Assume x is a random process emitting the DNA sequence, where xi and xj are
instances corresponding to the bases in DNA. The information about xi contained
in xj and vice versa is given by:
I(xi; xj) = H(xi) H(xijxj)
= H(xi)  (H(xi; xj) H(xj)) (3.6)
whereH(:) is the Shannon entropy. In this case, a DNA sequence is again viewed as
a stochastic process with the assumption that the process is wide sense stationary
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and ergodic. Those two assumptions imply that information about base distribu-
tions can be estimated from DNA fragments and they are not position dependent.
That is to say, the dependency of base pairs at a xed distance apart does not
depend on the positions of the individual bases but just on the distance between
the bases. Therefore, the entropies can be estimated over x and an average infor-
mation can be assigned for nucleotide pair placed k bases apart for all jj   ij = k.
Then the average mutual information can be written as:
I(xi;xj) = I(x;x(k)) = I(k) (3.7)
= H(x) +H(x(k)) H(x; x(k))
=  
X
i
P (xi) log2(P (xi)) 
X
i
P (xi+k) log2(P (xi+k)) (3.8)
+
X
i
P (xi; xi+k) log2(P (xi; xi+k))
=
X
i
P (xi; xi+k) log2(
P (xi; xi+k)
P (xi)P (xi+k)
): (3.9)
The probability estimations can be simply done by relative frequency counts of
the pairs located k base pairs apart. The estimate of the average mutual infor-
mation gives a statistical measure of how much information is shared between
nucleotides k bases apart. Therefore, it forms a measure of the correlation within
a DNA sequence. When the prole of a set of location distance values such as
[I(1)I(2) : : : I(n)] is compiled, that forms an average mutual information prole
(AMI prole), providing the dependencies in short-, mid- or long-range. AMI pro-
les appear to be dierent for varying species and the signatures obtained from
dierent parts of organisms resemble each other. Bauer et al. [88] investigated the
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Figure 3.2: Average Mutual Information proles for the rst 50 components for H.
sapiens, M. musculus, C. elegans, and S. Cerevisae.(gure taken from Bauer et al
[88])
signature behavior of AMI proles and observed that just like correlation strength,
AMI proles are similar for dierent chromosomes of the same eukaryotic organ-
ism. They also showed that AMI proles show dierent patterns for each of those
organisms. These two properties imply the species specicity and pervasiveness of
AMI proles. In Figure 3.2, AMI proles to n = 50 are plotted for all the chromo-
somes of four eukaryotic organisms, the species specicity and pervasiveness can
be observed graphically from the gure.
We have argued that most genomic signatures belong to the same class, because
they can be deduced from long oligonucleotide counts, and they are all functions of
oligonucleotide occurrence. Even though there is such a relationship between the
correlation strength signature and the oligonucleotide occurence, it is not explicit
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Fvalue 1 kbp 10 kbp 50 kbp
Genus 105.75 708.65 2215.9
Family 120.08 818.15 2544.4
Order 127.28 875.54 2664.7
Table 3.1: F-scores of one-way-ANOVA for AMI proles. Distribution of proles
for varying fragment length at dierent clade levels are considered.
since the estimation of correlations are performed via the parameter estimation
of a discrete autoregressive model. On the other hand, this relation can still be
claimed for AMI proles. We can view I(k) as the average log odds ratio of dinu-
cleotide relative abundance, where the dinucleotides are located k bases apart from
each other. It can be shown that the corresponding frequencies can be obtained
by linearly projecting oligonucleotide count vectors. Assume the oligonucleotide
frequency vector for n-mers:
f(x1x2 : : : xn) =
266666664
f(AAA : : : A)
f(AAA : : : C)
...
f(TTT : : : T )
377777775
: (3.10)
the AMI prole is calculated over the dinucleotide frequencies. It is possible to de-
duce the dinucleotide frequencies from the genome signature by aggregating entries
by summing them up. The resulting vector with 16 entries is:
f(x; x(k)) =
266666664
f(xx : : : xAx : : : xAx : : : x)
f(xx : : : xAx : : : xCx : : : x)
...
f(xx : : : xTx : : : xTx : : : x)
377777775
: (3.11)
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Here x denotes a wildcard variable which represents any of the four bases. Clearly
(k   1) f(x; x(k)) vectors can be generated from the oligonucleotide count vectors
by summing over the wildcard variables x. This operation corresponds to a matrix
multiplication of the n-mer frequency vector with a n  4n vector of 1s and 0s.
Therefore the AMI prole can be considered to be a nonlinear function of a linear
projection in the oligonucleotide frequency space which consequently is a nonlinear
mapping of the oligonucleotide count vectors. However, these theoretical results
do not have an important implication in practice. This is because the required
dimension for that mapping requires a very high number of parameters that cannot
be estimated with realistic genome sizes. For example, the number of parameters
for an oligonucleotide vector to deduce an AMI prole of 30 variables, is around 360
million fold greater than the total length of the human genome. The corresponding
estimation would result in overtting with relative frequency counts. Therefore,
both measures can be assumed as belonging to a dierent class of genome signatures
that utilize the longer range correlations in genomes.
The F-values of AMI proles for ANOVA tests are provided in Table 3.1. Frag-
ment lengths of 1 kbp, 10 kbp, and 50 kbp are used for the clade levels of genus,
family, and order. High F-values indicate that AMI proles can be considered as
genome signatures.
The factors resulting in the conservation of longer range correlations in DNA
are not well understood. Long range dependencies are mostly attributed to the
structural properties of DNA such as supercoiling and the corresponding 10-11
bp periodicities [89,90]. Also Alu and SINE repeats [91] and tandem repeats are
thought to result in long range correlations. However, removing all annotated
repeats and investigating the correlation strength signature, it is still possible to
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observe the intragenomic similarities [92]. This behavior might be an imply that
structures other than well-known repeats are involved in the long-range correlation
process.
3.2 Signatures Based on Composition Vectors
Clearly, it is possible to dene many dierent types of composition vectors using
dierent functions of oligonucleotide content. Moreover, several of them exhibit
signicant species specicity while being suciently conserved within a genome.
We will briey review a subset of them which make sense in terms of representing
over- and underabundance of oligonucleotide usage or representing the short term
dependencies in DNA.
3.2.1 Markov Models
Markov models have been used frequently in order to detect intragenomic het-
erogeneities. Primarily, models trained on coding and noncoding sequences were
employed to predict gene sequences from open reading frames [93]. Dierent evo-
lutionary pressures create compositional dierences in genes and intergenic regions
on an intragenomic scale and Markov models are able to distinguish between the
compositional dierences of coding and noncoding regions. Intuitively, we expect
Markov models to capture global compositional features in intergenomic scale.
This was noted by Salzberg and colleagues [94] who used a variable-order Markov
model based gene prediction program for the classication of genomic sequences
from dierent organisms.
As genomic signatures,we can view the Markov models as being the condi-
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tional probability of a base given its nite length context. Here DNA sequences
are assumed to be stationary random processes, and the probability of a base is
independent of the bases located outside the context of that base, i.e. the process
has nite memory. Thus, the conditional probability can be written as:
p(xijxi 1xi 2 : : :) = p(xijLi) (3.12)
where Li is the context of the base xi. This context can be of dierent lengths for
dierent bases, which result in variable order Markov models. Fixing the length of
Li generates xed order Markov models. In the case of xed order Markov models,
the model parameter can be estimated as the ratio of two dierent sized oligomer
counts:
p(xijxi 1xi 2 : : :) = p(xijxi 1xi 2 : : : xi k)
=
p(xi kxi k+1 : : : xi 1xi)
p(xi kxi k+1 : : : xi 1)
: (3.13)
For a kth order Markov model every base has 4k dierent context. The prole of
4k+1 dierent parameters can form a genomic signature. For the same context,
the probabilities of the four bases sum up to one, therefore, the last one can be
calculated from the other three. The genome signature prole, thus, has 3  4k
free parameters.
Dalevi et al. used Markov models as genomic signatures and showed that
these signatures are more specic than oligonucleotide counts [95]. By estimating
variable order Markov models they repeated their experiments and reported a slight
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of true positive ratios for CGR signatures and Markov
models based on multiple hypothesis testing. Random genome fragments shorter
than 3000 bp are used. The tests are repeated for oligonucleotide length from
dimers to pentamers.
improvement in species specicity with this modication.
In Figure 3.3, the multiple hypothesis testing true positive ratios are plotted
for dierent short genomic fragment lengths. Comparing the Markov models with
oligonucleotide frequencies of the same order, it can be seen that Markov models
are more species specic for all oligonucleotide lengths.
The F-values of Markov models for ANOVA tests are provided in Table 3.2.
Fragment lengths of 1 kbp, 10 kbp, and 50 kbp are used for the clade levels of
genus, family, and order.
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Fvalue 1 kbp 10 kbp 50 kbp
Genus 312.88 2891.7 9079.99
Family 328.91 3041.5 9307
Order 364.82 3402.8 10004.2
Table 3.2: F-scores of one-way-ANOVA for Markov model parameters. Distribu-
tion of proles for varying fragment length at dierent clade levels are considered.
3.2.2 Abundance Proles of Oligonucleotides
The heavy-tailed behavior of k-distributions implies a signicant over- and under-
abundance of oligomers within a genome. This is an indication of dependencies
of nearby nucleotides, which results in a deviation of their frequencies of occur-
rence from the expected values. We can expand Karlin's abundance measurement
scheme based on Markov assumption to general k-mers.
Consider a k-mer x1; x2; : : : ; xk. with probability p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk). We can
write this probability as:
p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) = p(xkjx1; x2; : : : ; xk 1)p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk 1) (3.14)
We can rewrite the rst factor on the right hand side of Equation (4.9) under
dierent independence assumptions as follows. Assuming that the bases occur
independently of each other the conditional probability can be replaced by the
marginal probability
p(xkjx1; x2; : : : ; xk 1) = p(xk) (3.15)
Now we can calculate the odds ratio of an oligonucleotide frequency, and its ex-
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pected value based on this zeroth order Markov model
cv0(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) =
p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)
p(xk)p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk 1)
(3.16)
If we assume that the bases follow a rst order Markov model
p(xkjx1; x2; : : : ; xk 1) = p(xkjxk 1) (3.17)
=
p(xk 1; xk)
p(xk 1)
(3.18)
The corresponding relative abundance index rai1 is then given by
cv1(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) =
p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)p(xk 1)
p(xk 1; xk)p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk 1)
(3.19)
If the particular k-mer occurs more frequently than would be predicted based on
the rst order Markov model rai1(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) will be greater than one, otherwise
it will be less than one; the magnitude depending on how far the actual distribution
of the oligomer varies from the prediction of the model. Continuing in this fashion
we obtain
cv2(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) =
p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)p(xk 2; xk 1)
p(xk 2; xk 1; xk)p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk 1)
(3.20)
cv3(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) =
p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)p(xk 3; xk 2; xk 1)
p(xk 3; xk 2; xk 1; xk)p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk 1)
(3.21)
...
...
raik 2(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) =
p(x1; : : : xk)p(x2 : : : xk 1)
p(x2; : : : xk)p(x1; x2; : : : xk 1)
: (3.22)
Therefore, a general scheme for calculating the deviation of oligonucleotide fre-
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quencies based on Markov models of order i (i < (k 1)) can be dened using cvm:
the ratio of joint distribution of k-mers over mth order Markov expansion. The
F-values of compositional vectors of lowest and highest orders for ANOVA tests
are provided in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, respectively. Fragment lengths of 1 kbp,
10 kbp, and 50 kbp are used for the clade levels of genus, family, and order.
3.2.3 Abundance Proles Based on Zero'th Order Markov
Model Frequency Estimations
The oligonucleotide abundance proles dened previously are based on estimating
the frequencies of oligonucleotides using Markov assumption. Although the mod-
els vary in the order of Markov models adopted, they all assume dependence of
adjacent bases in a sequence. Zero'th order Markov model estimation diers in the
calculation of expected frequencies. According to this abundance calculation, the
frequency of an oligonucleotide is determined by the frequency of each base. The
bases are independent and identically distributed within the genome. Thus, no
correlations exist within a sequence. The abundance value is calculated as follows:
ZOM(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) =
p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)
p(x1)p(x2) : : : p(xk)
: (3.23)
This prole is a measurement to determine how much each oligonucleotide diverges
from random distribution. ZOM's are known to carry strong phylogenetical signals
[189], from which consistent phylogenetic trees can be constructed. It was reported
that this taxonomic classication ability is comparable with 16s RNA phylotyp-
ing, indicating signicant species specicity. In fact, dinucleotide abundance ratio
proles is in this class. ZOM calculations for tetranucleotide frequencies have been
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Fvalue 1 kbp 10 kbp 50 kbp
Genus 244.81 2515 7192.9
Family 254.81 2574.4 7903.4
Order 255.5 2713 7569.3
Table 3.3: F-scores of one-way-ANOVA for Zeroth order Markov model proles.
Distribution of proles for varying fragment length at dierent clade levels are
considered.
Fvalue 1 kbp 10 kbp 50 kbp
Genus 135.59 1911 5274.4
Family 143.88 2042.3 6208.6
Order 160.67 2326.4 6513.9
Table 3.4: F-scores of one-way-ANOVA for cv0 proles. Distribution of proles for
varying fragment length at dierent clade levels are considered.
frequently used as a genome signature and it has been accepted to be a successful
genome signature [197]. The one way ANOVA tests in Table 3.3 indicates that
zero'th order Markov models constitute a strong genome signature class.
3.3 Oligonucleotide Frequency Derived Error Gra-
dient (OFDEG)
The signatures described to this point are either related to the short-term or the
medium term dependencies of DNA sequences and they are expressed as proles.
Fvalue 1 kbp 10 kbp 50 kbp
Genus 48.6 819.53 2327.5
Family 54.7 932.37 2517.4
Order 64.69 1102.9 2977.8
Table 3.5: F-scores of one-way-ANOVA for cvk 2 proles. Distribution of proles
for varying fragment length at dierent clade levels are considered.
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These proles are elements of a multidimensional space. The oligonucleotide fre-
quency derived error gradient (OFDEG), on the other hand, is a scalar genome
signature calculated based on the convergence rate of oligonucleotide frequencies
estimation with increasing sequence length [96]. The biological foundation of this
signature has not been explored. However, in practice OFDEG is observed to be
very species specic and pervasive although it is represented with only a single
parameter.
The oligonucleotide frequencies in a genomic fragment are clearly a better es-
timate of the oligonucleotide content than the estimate gathered from a subse-
quence of this fragment. Due to ergodicity assumption, as the number of samples
(i.e., longer fragment length) increases, the estimations converge asymptotically.
OFDEG simply attempts to capture this convergence behavior by subsampling
the fragment and measuring the decrease in error as the length of the subsamples
increases up to the fragment length.
The derivation of OFDEG is as follows: for a given fragment, the oligonucleotide
frequencies of length k is calculated and stored at the OFfull vector. Starting with
an initial subsequence length L1, random p subsequences are drawn from the given
fragment and the oligonucleotide frequency is calculated over each subfragment.
The errors in the frequency counts are stored as
e1;j = OFfull  OFL1;j; (3.24)
where j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; pg. Increasing the subfragment length by l bp, p subsequences
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Figure 3.4: The errors of frequency counts are plotted U. urealyticum, C. kroppen-
stedtil, B. pumilus, and X autoptropicus are plotted. The linear decays imply that
each organism attains a specic gradient (i.e. OFDEG) value.
are sampled at each iteration and the errors are calculated in the same fashion:
ei;j = OFfull  OFL1+il;j; (3.25)
where i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng and n is the last iteration number determined by the
subfragment length reaching some percentage of the original fragment (typically
80%). The relation of increasing subfragment length and corresponding decreasing
error is observed to be a linear decay. The last step of the OFDEG calculation is
the measurement of the gradient of this decay using linear regression. The slope of
the regression line gives the characteristics of the genome and is used as a genome
signature. In Figure 3.4 the relationship is plotted for dierent genomes where the
species specicity of the decay gradient can be observed. For a comprehensive set
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Fvalue 1 kbp 10 kbp 50 kbp
Genus 133.34 679.88 1740.5
Family 137.11 699.01 2034.1
Order 161.76 825.29 2442.9
Table 3.6: F-scores of one-way-ANOVA for OFDEG values. Distribution of proles
for varying fragment length at dierent clade levels are considered.
of prokaryotes, using multiple hypothesis testing by classications, it was observed
that the true positive detection ratios of OFDEG derived from tetranucleotide fre-
quencies are comparable to the specicity of tetranucleotide frequency vectors for
the genomic fragments around the range of 8 bkp [96].
The ANOVA of some of the signatures introduced in this chapter are performed
using similar tests performed for amino acid usage and synonymous codon usage in
chapter 2. Dierent fragment lengths varying between 1 kbp and 50 kbp are used
in the tests. The results can be seen in tables 3.1-3.6. The major observation of
ANOVA tests is that simpler models result in clearer separation in the Euclidean
space they are placed.
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Chapter 4
Measuring distance of biological
sequences using genome
signatures
4.1 Introduction
We have viewed computational genomic signatures as mathematical structures
mapped from DNA sequences to a metric space. Throughout the discussion of
computational genomic signatures, we have focused on the two basic signature fea-
tures; specicity and pervasiveness. The former determines the distinguishability
of dierent genomes, the latter determines its usefulness when only fragmentary in-
formation about the genome is available. In order to develop ecient applications
of the genome signature concept in a number of computational biology problems,
strongly species specic and pervasive characterizations are required. In this chap-
ter, we introduce a methodology to eciently exploit the information gathered by
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genome signatures eciently.
Dierent mathematical characterizations of DNA fragments emphasize dierent
specic features native to each genome. It is possible to observe that based on the
previously classied mathematical characterizations. Oligonucleotide frequency
counts estimate the occurrence probability of each oligomer in a sequence. Markov
models quantify the emission probability of each nucleotide, based on the short-
term context of the corresponding base. Similarly, abundance proles measure the
divergence of a sequence from randomness, which is related to the complexity and
organization at genome level. Oligonucleotide frequency derived error gradient
is another measure that quanties the genome complexity by investigating the
frequency count change with varying fragment length. Average mutual information
and correlation strength signatures, on the other hand, characterize a genome using
longer term correlations in DNA sequences.
All the features measured by the corresponding genome signature representa-
tions are characteristic to each genome, and thus they are species specic. However,
their species specicity might be dierent, and they might exhibit dierent per-
vasive natures. An absolute quality measurement for genome signatures is hard
to dene. However, using fundamental statistical tests on the signatures sampled
from existing genomes helps us to compare signatures and determine their relative
power. We have observed that dierent characterizations of DNA leading to dier-
ent signatures vary in relative quality. This can be attributed to the capability of
the signature to emphasize specic signals and capture native structural properties,
as well as the homogeneity of the captured features. The one-way ANOVA tests
performed on dierent genome signatures gives idea about the relative quality of the
signatures. The calculated F-values measure how distinguishable the distributions
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of signatures from dierent sources are. Since the variances in F-value calculations
are derived from the sum of squared distances, the genome signature space can be
considered as a Euclidean space. We have empirically observed that simple charac-
terizations have greater quality than the signatures attempting to capture genome
structure in a more sophisticated way. For example, oligonucleotide count vectors
attain higher F-values than Markov model parameter vectors. Moreover, Markov
models attain higher F-values than oligonucleotide abundance proles which are
estimated using Markov models.
Regarding the empirical distributions of dierent genome signatures in Eu-
clidean space, an appropriate strategy appears to be employing simple models
such as oligonucleotide frequency vectors. This has been a main strategy in var-
ious computational biology applications. However, the structure of signatures is
not the only factor determining their quality. How we interpret the signatures
quantitatively also eects their specicity and pervasiveness. Dierent distance
measures can aect the utility and, therefore, the power of a signature. It may
be possible to better dierentiate genomes with the same signature depending on
how we measure distances between signatures. In this sense, the mathematical
characterization of DNA sequences and the metrics proposed to compare these
characterizations are both components of genome signatures. We have denoted
the mathematical characterization as the signatures; because with distances other
than standard norms, the signature becomes implicit. The dened metric maps
the characterizations obtained from the Euclidian space to another metric space
and calculates the distance in the mapped space. However, since this mapping
is not necessarily explicit, we cannot have a representation of the corresponding
signature; and thus we stick with the denition in two parts, genomic signature +
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distance measurement, as the total characterization.
To exemplify the importance of the distance measure, consider the oligonu-
cleotide frequency signatures with two dierent distance metrics. A thousand
random genomic fragments from 99 prokaryotic genomes (each one picked from a
dierent genus) were sampled for dierent fragment lengths. The signature used
to represent each fragment was the vector of pentanucleotide frequencies. It is
expected that signatures for fragments from the same genomes are similar to each
other, and signatures of fragments from dierent genomes are dierent from each
other. Therefore, we expect the signatures of fragments from the same genome to
be clustered together in the composition space. As a result of this clustering, it is
possible to classify these signatures using supervised classication algorithms. We
chose maximum margin classiers, performed ten-fold cross-validation and mea-
sured the ratio of true positives, which is a measure for the quality of the signa-
ture. The results were obtained by repeating the test with two similarity measures.
First, we measured the similarity (S1) of two signatures as the dot product of 5-
mer vectors, where fi and fj represent the pentamer frequency vectors for genome
fragments i and j. Second, the similarity S2 was obtained via the Gaussian Kernel.
The two distance metrics are:
S1(fi; fj) = f
T
i fj (4.1)
S2(fi; fj) = exp( k fi   fj k

)
It can be shown that using the Gaussian kernel in this manner is equivalent to
mapping the input vector into an innite dimensional space and taking the inner
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Similarity metric 400 bp 1000 bp 2000 bp 5000 bp
S1 51.3% 71.1% 75.3% 82.9%
S2 69.5% 81.1% 87.5% 91.8%
Table 4.1: The ten-fold cross validation results of 1000 genomic fragments gathered
from 99 genera for varying fragment length. The % true positive ratios are supplied.
product in that space [192]. That is:
S2(fi; fj) = exp( k fi   fj k

) = 1(fi)T1(fj): (4.2)
The results with the two similarity measures are shown in Table 4.1. There is
a signicant dierence in the accuracy of classication, and the species specicity
and pervasiveness obtained using the Gaussian kernel is clearly superior. We can
view this result in two dierent ways. Because of the kernel duality, the Gaussian
similarity metric can be assumed to be the inner product of the signatures, 1(fi)
and 1(fj). The superiority is because the implicit signatures, 1(fi) and 1(fj),
capture the characteristics of the sequence better; or the improvement can be
attributed to the similarity measurement and because the kernel similarity exploits
the signals in the same genome signature better than the dot product calculation.
In either case, the importance of the distance measure is evident.
Before the introduction of the RAIphy method, we will review a number of
dierence/similarity measurement schemes in the context of particular signatures.
The total operation can be interpreted as implicit signatures with better charac-
terization of genomes; or it can be interpreted as the use of measures exploiting
the information embedded in the same signature better than the conventional mea-
sures.
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4.2 Classical Methods: Euclidian Distances and
Correlation Statistics
The most popular sequence similarity/distance measurement for genome signatures
are based on the simple `-norms or correlations of signature proles expressed as
vectors in a multidimensional space. A well known example of this is the -distance
measure of Karlin et al., which is a version of the `1 norm:
`1(S1; S2) =
X
i
jS1(i)  S2(i)j; (4.3)
Karlin et al. used the -distance measure with genomic signatures based on the di-,
tri- and tetranucleotide abundance vectors [47-55]. The `1 norm was also utilized
in the calculation of short-range and midrange correlation strength proles [78-80].
In order to quantify the dierences and similarities between the CGRs of dierent
sequences Deschevanne et al. [62] dened the Euclidian distances of images calcu-
lated from pixel dierences, which actually corresponds to the Euclidian distance
of oligonucleotide frequency vectors [62-64]
`2(S1; S2) =
X
i
(S1(i)  S2(i))2: (4.4)
A machine learning methodology based on unsupervised neural networks called self-
organizing maps has been employed for the purpose of clustering short genomic
fragments of the same origin together with the help of genomic signatures [180-
183]. Self-organizing maps use Euclidian distance in the training of neurons, thus
these methods can be considered to be in the class of genomic signatures used with
Euclidian distances. OFDEG signatures [96] have also been used with the same
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metric.
Another popular technique to measure DNA sequence similarity is the Pearson
correlation of genomic signature proles:
S1;S2 =
P
i(S1(i)  S1(i))(S2(i)  S2(i))qP
i(S1   S1(i))2
qP
i(S2   S2(i))2
: (4.5)
The Pearson coecient has been used to calculate the similarities of abundance pro-
les of k-mers calculated over (k 1)th order Markov model expectations [193,194],
as well as of abundance proles of k-mers calculated over zeroth order Markov
model expectations [195-197].
Correlation measurements and `-norms perform well with the general character-
istics of genome signatures. However, they obscure pervasive signals by averaging
out genome-wide total signals. This phenomenon can be observed better in short
genomic fragments. Consider a genome with certain oligomers that are either over-
or underrepresented. This characteristic is expected to be homogeneously repre-
sented within the genome. Yet, gathering statistics from a short genomic fragment
is perhaps not sucient to compile a full prole of word preferences. Assume a
fragment of length 200 bp where the genome signature is determined to be 7-mer
frequencies. The prole sampled from this genomic fragment will only represent
200 7-mers and they may be observed several times (i.e. <200 words will be ob-
served). The total number of possible 7-mers are 47 = 16; 384; and in this case
only around 1% of the full prole is represented. Nevertheless, the 7-mers with
nonzero frequency of occurrence are mostly from the set of overrepresented 7-mers,
which means there are detectable pervasive signals even with an insucient num-
ber of samples. However, comparing all possible words in the distance/similarity
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calculation gives weight to the nonrepresented, and because there are many more
nonrepresented oligomers; this makes detecting the pervasive signals due to the
overrepresented oligomers more dicult. The classical comparison methods of `-
norms and correlation coecients are in the class of metrics taking all 47 signature
parameters into account. Clearly, an adaptive comparison metric that takes only
represented words into account could have done better.
4.3 Distances Based on Model Fitness
We have briey discussed an inherent weakness of the classical genome signature
similarity/distance measurement approach. Now, we introduce some relative simi-
larity measurement approaches based on model tness which are potentially better
at exploiting pervasive genome signature signals and at mitigating the problems
that occur with the classical distance metrics. This is particularly true in ap-
plications where it is necessary to detect the genome of origin of short genomic
fragments. In most applications, the use of absolute distance/similarity metrics
limits the employment of relatively longer oligonucleotide counts. Since all 4k k-
mer frequencies are involved in those similarity measurements, good estimates of
all of these k-mer frequencies is necessary. This requirement implies that over-
tting should be avoided since overtting would dramatically drop the detection
accuracy. In order to prevent overtting, more data points are needed in order
to accurately estimate frequencies of occurrence (i.e., longer fragments); and the
number of parameters to be estimated should preferably be kept small (i.e., shorter
oligonucleotides of length k where 4k is equal to the number of dierent oligonu-
cleotides). Not surprisingly, all these methods work best with 4-mers and 5-mers
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with sequences  1-3 Kbp. However, longer-range correlations exist in DNA se-
quences which we would like to exploit for characterizations even with short se-
quence reads.
4.3.1 Likelihood Functions
The rst class of similarity measures we discuss can be viewed as likelihood func-
tions of oligonucleotide probabilities estimated from relative frequency counts. This
class of similarity measures was rst used by Sandberg et al. [169] for detecting
the species of origin for short genomic fragments of unknown source. In this set-
ting, given a genomic fragment the probability of a genome being the origin of
the corresponding fragment is calculated as P (Gijf) where Gi is the ith genome
in a set of organisms and f is the genomic fragment. The genome resulting in
the highest probability (argmaxiP (Gijf)) is determined to be the origin of this
fragment. According to Bayes' Theorem:
P (Gijf) = P (f jGi)P (Gi)
P (f)
: (4.6)
If the prior probability of observing a genome is assumed to be equal for all organ-
isms, the source genome is determined to be the genome Gi which would result in
the highest probability of observing the fragment. In terms of genome signatures,
this is simply the probability of emitting the genome fragment f , with the oligonu-
cleotide probabilities estimated from genome i. Assuming independence of dierent
oligonucleotides, this probability calculation turns out to be the multiplication of
related oligomer probabilities:
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P (f;Gi) =
Y
x
PGi(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)
nf (x1;x2;:::;xk) (4.7)
where PGi(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) is the relative frequency of occurrence of the oligonu-
cleotide x1x2 : : : xk computed from genome Gi, and nf (x1; x2; : : : ; xk) is the number
of times that oligonucleotide occurs in the fragment f . This probability estimate
provides a measure of the likelihood that a fragment has been obtained from a par-
ticular genome based on the oligonucleotide content. Note that only the oligonu-
cleotides observed in fragment f are involved in the calculation (i.e., nonobserved
oligomers do not contribute to the product). This implies that the nonobserved
oligomers are ltered resulting in the capture of pervasive signals and elimination
of the noise stemming from the use of statistics of words not in the sample. Using
this relative distance, Sandberg et al. [169] were able to substantially reduce the
size of the fragments that could be accurately classied obtaining a 90 percent clas-
sication accuracy for fragments of size 1.5 kbp in a set of 28 prokaryotic genomes
from various genera.
In Figure 4.1, the comparison of this measure with Pearson correlation and
Euclidian distance is shown for 7-mer frequency signatures with various genomic
fragment lengths. The usage of a relative measure increases the quality of the
signature in total being more specic for all short fragment lengths. Dalevi et
al. [170] extended the work of Sandberg et al. by replacing the probabilities
in Equation 4.7 with conditional probabilities and variable-order Markov models.
This turns out to be:
P (f;Gi) =
Y
x
PGi(xkjLk)nf (xkjLk) (4.8)
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Figure 4.1: The accuracy performance of dierent distance/similarity metrics for
28 taxa with varying fragment length is shown. The frequencies of 7-mers are
used. Using the metric dened by Sandberg et. al. appears to be more accurate
for all fragment lengths than employing Euclidian distance and Pearson correlation
coecients.
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where Lk is the context of the k
th base xk determined by the Markov model trained
on the genome Gi. Lk is the (k-1)-mer x1x2 : : : xk 1 if the Markov model is of
xed order. Improvement over the likelihood function calculated by oligonucleotide
content was reported [170], which is an improvement in the quality of the signature
resulting from the change in prole (i.e., employing conditional probabilities instead
of oligomer probabilities in the signature).
4.3.2 Indexing Based on Oligonucleotide Abundance
The same idea of using relative measures which consider only observed words in a
short genomic fragment can be extended to other signatures. In turn, signatures
emphasizing the over- and underabundance of oligonucleotides can be modeled in
a prole and used as an index. Subsequently, the average scores attained by the
oligonucleotides observed in a short genomic fragment can be used as a similarity
measure. The abundance calculation for a k-mer can be obtained using an lth
order Markov assumption (l < k). In this section we describe such an indexing
scheme which we call the relative abundance index (RAI).
In order to build a comprehensive abundance index it is useful if a combination
of dierent order Markov models contribute to the characterization. We accomplish
this in the following manner. First, we use models of various orders to predict the
frequency of occurrence of the k-mer under consideration. We then use the log
of the ratio of the observed frequency to the predicted frequency to provide an
indication of how well or how poorly the k-mer follows the various Markov models.
Consider a k-mer x1; x2; : : : ; xk with probability p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk). We can write
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this probability as:
p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) = p(xkjx1; x2; : : : ; xk 1)p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk 1) (4.9)
We can rewrite the rst factor on the right-hand side of Equation (4.9) under
dierent independence assumptions as follows. Assuming that the bases occur
independently of each other the conditional probability can be replaced by the
marginal probability:
p(xkjx1; x2; : : : ; xk 1) = p(xk) (4.10)
To test this assumption, we can compute a log-odd ratios as in Karlin et al. to
form the RAI of order 0 rai0:
rai0(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) = log2
p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)
p(xk)p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk 1)
(4.11)
If we assume that the bases follow a rst order Markov model,
p(xkjx1; x2; : : : ; xk 1) = p(xkjxk 1) (4.12)
=
p(xk 1; xk)
p(xk 1)
(4.13)
The corresponding relative abundance index rai1 is then given by:
rai1(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) = log2
p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)p(xk 1)
p(xk 1; xk)p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk 1)
(4.14)
If the particular k-mer occurs more frequently than would be predicted based on
the rst-order Markov model, rai1(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) will be positive, otherwise it will
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be negative. The magnitude will depend on how far the actual distribution of the
oligomer varies from the prediction of the model. Continuing in this fashion we
obtain:
rai2(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) = log2
p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)p(xk 2; xk 1)
p(xk 2; xk 1; xk)p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk 1)
(4.15)
rai3(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) = log2
p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)p(xk 3; xk 2; xk 1)
p(xk 3; xk 2; xk 1; xk)p(x1; x2; : : : ; xk 1)
(4.16)
...
...
raik 2(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) = log2
p(x1; : : : xk)p(x2 : : : xk 1)
p(x2; : : : xk)p(x1; x2; : : : xk 1)
(4.17)
We can combine the RAIs of all orders by adding them to give:
rai(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) =
k 2X
i=0
raii(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) (4.18)
Given a particular k-mer x1; : : : ; xk, frai(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)g gives an indication of
how well the k-mer follows a Markov model. The smaller the model is that can
predict the frequency of occurrence of the k-mer, the smaller will be the value of
frai(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)g. For example, if the k mer followed a third-order model but
not a lower order model, one would expect the RAIs of an order greater than or
equal to three to have a value close to zero. If the k-mer can only be explained
by a fth order model and not by a model of order less than 5, then one would
expect more of the coecients to deviate from zero. In particular, k-mers that occur
\unexpectedly" would have a high relative abundance index for all models and thus
a high value in the sum of Equation (4.20). In this manner frai(x1; x2; : : : ; xkg
identies oligomers that vary signicantly from a set of Markov models.
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4.3.3 The Specicity of RAI Characterization
Lemma: DNA fragments belonging to the same generalized source with a given
RAI prole are expected to have higher RAI scores than the DNA fragments of
another source.
Proof: This observation is fundamental to our similarity measure. To observe
this situation, we assume that K-mer frequencies from a group follows the same
probability distribution for the DNA sequences in this group and dierent groups
follow other probability distributions.
If the group  follows the K-mer probability distribution P, then the expected
RAI score for the fragments of this group for the RAI prole of the same group
turns out to be
EF [rai
G ] =
X
x
P(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)rai
G(x1; x2; : : : ; xk); (4.19)
recalling that the RAI prole raiG(x1; x2; : : : ; xk), derived from the training se-
quence of the group , is
raiG(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) =
k 2X
i=0
raiGi (x1; x2; : : : ; xk): (4.20)
Therefore, the RAI score is
EF [rai
G ] =
X
x
P(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)
k 2X
i=0
raiGi (x1; x2; : : : ; xk); (4.21)
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Plugging in the RAI prole denition for the  fragment,
EF [rai
G ] =
k 2X
i=0
X
x
P(x1; : : : ; xk) log2
P(x1; : : : xk)P(xk 1 : : : xk i)
P(xk; : : : xk i)P(x1; : : : xk 1)
=
k 2X
i=0
f
X
x
P(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) log2 P(x1; x2; : : : xk) (4.22)
+
X
x
P(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) log2 P(xk 1 : : : xk i)
 
X
x
P(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) log2 P(xk; xk 1; : : : xk i)
 
X
x
P(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) log2 P(x1; x2; : : : xk 1)g:
We can simplify the equation (4.22) using the entropy denitionH(p) =  PP logP
and the marginalization property that
P
x;y P (x; y) logP (y) =
P
y logP (y)
P
x P (x; y) =P
y P (y) logP (y). Then
EF [rai
G ] =
k 2X
i=0
f
X
x
P(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) log2 P(x1; x2; : : : xk) (4.23)
+
X
x
P(xk 1 : : : xk i) log2 P(xk 1 : : : xk i)
 
X
x
P(xk; xk 1; : : : xk i) log2 P(xk; xk 1; : : : xk i)
 
X
x
P(x1; x2; : : : xk 1) log2 P(x1; x2; : : : xk 1)g
=  
k 2X
i=0
(Hk(P) Hk 1(P) +Hi(P) Hi 1(P))
where Hi(P) stands for the i
th order entropy. Summing up the telescopic summa-
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tion we obtain
EF [rai
G ] =  
k 2X
i=0
(Hk(P) Hk 1(P) +Hi(P) Hi 1(P)) (4.24)
=  (k   1)Hk(P)  (k   2)Hk 1(P) Hk 1(P) +Hk 2(P)
=  (k   1)Hk(P)  (k   2)Hk 1(P)  hk 1(P):
In the equation (4.24), hk 1(P) stands for the conditional entropy where (k   2)
previous bases are given in a (k-1)-mer.
Following similar steps, the RAI score obtained for a  fragment is evaluated
as
EF [rai
G ] =
k 2X
i=0
f
X
x
P(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) log2 P(x1; x2; : : : xk) (4.25)
+
X
x
P(xk 1 : : : xk i) log2 P(xk 1 : : : xk i)
 
X
x
P(xk; xk 1; : : : xk i) log2 P(xk; xk 1; : : : xk i)
 
X
x
P(x1; x2; : : : xk 1) log2 P(x1; x2; : : : xk 1)g
for the each entropy component in the equation (4.24), we can use the property that
average self information of a distribution is smaller than the average information
obtained by a dierent distribution: [198]
H(P) =  
X
P log(P))   
X
P log(P)) (4.26)
Thus, each component of the equation (4.24) is greater than the corresponding
components of the equation (9). We obtain
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EF [rai
G ]  EF [raiG ] (4.27)
.
Empirical Distributions of Membership Scores
Here, histograms of the Relative Abundance Index scores are shown for dierent
levels of phylogenetic closeness. A RAI prole is built for a species and RAI scores
calculated using this prole for a relatively close relative and a distant relative is
considered. A close relative is expected to have higher RAI scores and a lower score
is expected for a distant relative. The histograms are derived over 10000 random
samples of 400 bp DNA fragments.
We observed the RAI scores with fragments from varying phylogenetical rela-
tions. Figure 4.2 shows RAI score distributions of DNA sequences from relatively
close sources. The rst set of fragments belong to another strain of a species from
which the RAI prole is calculated. The second set of fragments are from another
species in the same genus. The score distributions are observed to be close. Fig-
ure 4.3 shows RAI score distributions of DNA sequences from moderately distant
sources. The rst set of fragments belong to another species of a genus from which
the RAI prole is calculated. The second set of fragments are from another genus
in the same family. The score distributions are observed to be diering moderately.
Figure 4.4 shows RAI score distributions of DNA sequences from distant sources.
The rst set of fragments belong to another species of a genus where the RAI
prole is calculated from. The second set of fragments are from another phylum.
The score distributions are observed to be diering signicantly.
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Figure 4.2: RAI prole is derived from Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica
serovar Typhi Ty2. Blue histogram: Scores of Salmonella enterica subsp. en-
terica serovar Typhi str. CT18 fragments, red histogram: Scores of Salmonella
typhimuriumfragments. Species from same genus show very close behaviors with
the RAI prole in the same genus.
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Figure 4.3: RAI prole is derived from Chloroexus sp. Y-400-. Blue histogram:
Scores of SChloroexus aggregans fragments, red histogram: Scores of Roseiexus
sp. RS-1 fragments. All species are from Chloroexaceae family. The RAI prole
and rst set of fragments are from Chloroexus genus where the second set of frag-
ments belong to another genus, Roseiexus. Fragments from moderately distant
relatives show a moderate dierence in RAI scores.
We have seen that similarity/distance measurement between mathematical char-
acterizations of DNA fragments is a factor determining the strength of a genome
signature as well as the structure of the characterization. Therefore, a more ap-
propriate distance measurement could result in better distinguishability of DNA
fragments. This observation also provides the opportunity of using more com-
plicated mathematical characterizations as genome signatures. Although, these
models have potential to capture more information from genome sequences, abso-
lute distance metrics fail to exploit this information. We have developed a genome
signature (RAI) which combines the divergence of oligonucleotide frequencies from
their expected values, estimated by dierent orders of Markov assumptions. The
similarity of relative abundance values are measured using a probabilistic frame-
work. The new signature is capable of modeling a genome better than currently
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Figure 4.4: RAI prole is derived from Staphylococcus aureus. Blue histogram:
Scores of Staphylococcus saprophyticus fragments, red histogram: Scores of Pseu-
domonas aeruginosa fragments. The RAI prole and rst set of fragments are
from Staphylococcus genus of Firmicutes, where the second set of fragments be-
long to another phylum, Proteobacteria. Fragments from distant relatives show a
signicant dierence in RAI scores.
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known genome signatures. As a result, RAI attains better assignment accuracy of
unknown genome fragments to their origin of species. The strength of RAI as a
signature makes it a powerful candidate as an approach to a metagenomics prob-
lem called taxonomic binning. The background for the eld of metagenomics and
related problems are reviewed in the following chapter. Subsequently, applications
of RAI signature for metagenome binning will be introduced.
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Chapter 5
Metagenomics Background
5.1 Community Analysis of Environmental Sam-
ples
Microbic organisms are involved in numerous processes of life on Earth. Microor-
ganisms are a source of nutrients, cycling organic matter, and they form symbiotic
relationships with life forms at every level of the tree of life. In aggregate they
make up a great proportion of the living population in the biosphere. While the
microbial world dominates life on Earth and understanding of this world is crucial
for many areas ranging from biological sciences to other elds such as medicine,
agriculture or food production, our current understanding of microbes is very lim-
ited. It is estimated that less than one per cent of the microbial world has been
explored [97,98]. This is primarily due to the technical limitations on isolation and
culturing of microbes in nature. Only a small percentage of microbes can be cul-
tured and studied by microbiologists. Thus, the current knowledge of microbiology
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is biased in favor of the small proportion of culturable species.
Since the sequencing of the rst bacterial genome in 1995 [99], genomes of
more than 1000 microbial species have been sequenced and annotated. This num-
ber is much less than the known minority of microbial diversity. Since it is not
possible to isolate the majority of existing microbes, the current paradigm is not
sucient for extensively exploring the tree of life. Naturally it brings the problem
of limiting genomic analysis to the small percentage of the existing species which
are culturable. The newborn science of metagenomics, often acknowledged as
a paradigm shift in microbiology [100], has the potential to overcome the limita-
tions on microorganism annotation. Metagenomics enables the genomic study of
environmental samples: and thus, it deals with the unknown majority of microbes
for which isolation of single genomes is not possible [101, 102]. A principal goal of
metagenomics is the sampling of microbiomes and recovery of the genetic material
without the isolation of single organisms.
Recovering the genetic material en masse provides great opportunities for var-
ious areas of research. In situ sampling enables recovery of genetical material
from various environments such as ocean [103,104], soil [105], hot springs and hy-
drothermal vents [106], polar ice caps [107], and hypersaline environments [108].
This new type of complex data gathered from the environment directly requires
novel analysis approaches as it introduces new research challenges. However, even
the early techniques involving conventional genome analysis has revealed valuable
insights. Exploring the taxonomic and metabolitic diversity at the ecosystem level
is one of the practical achievements of metagenomics. Analysis of environmental
samples also leads into advances in biotechnology [109,110], the study of human
physiology [111], and genetical archeology of extinct species [112,113]. Discovery
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of novel genes for encoding biocatalysts and drugs, as well as the discovery of other
biomolecules can be counted as the achievements of the early era of metagenomics
[114-116]. Eventually, advances in metagenomics should help to extend the tree of
life [117] while enriching sequence libraries. Furthermore, the study would expand
analysis from genomic to metagenomic: interactions within communities could be
studied extensively using samples from various habitats.
5.2 Sampling and Sequencing Environmental Sam-
ples
In order to gather genetic material from an environmental sample, the rst step is
to sample organisms from the environment. The goal of metagenome sampling is to
obtain sucient number of chromosomes from each species existing in the microbial
community. Population sizes of dierent operational taxonomic units (OTUs) in
a mixture might be diverse, resulting in the underrepresentation of low populated
species. This imposes a requirement on the amount of chromosomes that should
be gathered from the environment in order to achieve a complete representation of
the community.
Rarefaction curves, which plots the number of OTU's gathered versus the num-
ber of individuals sampled, are used to determine the quality of sampling [118].
As the slope of a rarefaction curve converges to zero, a complete representation of
the microbial population is obtained. Ideally, many individuals can be sampled to
guarantee a complete sampling of the metagenome. However, due to the increased
cost and restricted budgets of metagenomics projects, an ideal sampling might not
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always be possible.
Following sampling, environmental samples are ltered. This is a physical pro-
cedure, and organisms in a sample are eliminated according to their physical size.
The goal in many microbiology projects is to eliminate small viroids and large
protists to obtain the sampled bacterial population in the corresponding habitat.
There are other metagenome projects that are targeted to viromes [119], and in
this case viral organisms are subject to ltering process.
Whole shotgun sequencing of the recovered organisms is the next step required
to obtain the genetic information. The product of sequencing depends on factors
such as the sampling size, and the sequencing technology employed.
Depending on the diversity of the microbial community, an environmental sam-
ple can include from a few dominant species to thousands of species at the same
level of dominance [120-122]. Examples of low diversity metagenomes include the
gutless worm symbiont community [123], for which long contigs in the range of
100 kbp - 1 Mbp were assembled, and acid mine drainage biolms [120], in which
complete genome assemblies of the dominant species were obtained. However, in
diverse communities only very short contigs are achievable. In termite hindgut
microbiomes [124], and soil and whale fall (deep ocean) [125] samples, contig as-
semblies do not exceed 10 kbp in length.
This missing data problem stems mostly from the sequencing constraints and
project budgets. For the popular Sanger sequencing method [126, 127] metage-
nomic projects usually result in a total of 100 Mbp [128]. For a community of
microbes with dierent abundance ratios, this amount of data will only cover rela-
tively abundant sequences while the rest of the population will remain with insu-
cient coverage roughly proportional to their relative abundance in the population.
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A worse scenario exists for high diversity communities: none of the organisms will
have enough coverage for the assembly of long contigs. This results in missing
portions of the genomes in the sample and short sequences which are generally
insucient for analysis of genes and phylogenetic diversity [129, 130].
The Lander-Waterman equation [131] suggests that generation of longer total
sequenced data will proportionally increase the average coverage per base. Given
a properly sampled environmental sample, this would mean sucient coverage to
assemble organisms with lower abundance is possible in theory with production of
massive amounts of sequencing output. With the introduction of high-throughput
sequencing technologies, lower cost per base and faster sequencing is now possi-
ble [132-134]. Second generation sequencing technologies are replacing high-cost
and labor-intensive Sanger sequencing. The Life Sciences 454-GS FLX Titanium
454 pyrosequencer [135] can produce 400 Mbp in a single run while the Illumina
GAIIx [136] can produce 15-20 Gbp per run, the SOLiDTM (Sequencing by Oligo
Ligation and Detection) platform [137] can yield 20 Gbp per run and the single-
molecule sequencing platform, HelicosHeliScopeTM tSMS [138] is capable of pro-
ducing >1Gbp/hour. The feasibility of producing greater amounts of metagenome
data has accelerated the area of metagenomics. It was reported that in the last 5
years, second generation sequencing has generated a greater amount of sequenced
DNA than Sanger sequencing has generated in the last three decades [129].
5.3 Exploration of Biodiversity in a Metagenome
For ideal phylogenetic and functional genomics analysis, complete genomes are
needed. In practice, fragmented genomes in long contigs can also be very infor-
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mative for various levels of analysis. However, this is only currently achievable
for dominant species in low diversity populations. This lack of ability to obtain
suciently long contigs from individual genomes in a microbial mixture has forced
researchers to approach the metagenome as a \bag of genes" and conduct the anal-
ysis on a gene level. Phylogenetic diversity is usually explored by characterizing
OTUs using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplication of marker genes such
as 16S rRNA genes [139] or using non-rRNA genes [130, 141].
Multiple housekeeping genes are used in Multilocus Sequence Typing (MLST)
for exploring the phylogenetic diversity [142]. Unfortunately, approaches which es-
timate phylogenetic diversity using marker genes are known to have several prob-
lems [143, 144]. Recently a core set of marker genes were determined to be used in
phylotyping. AMPHORA [145] and MLTreeMap [146] analyze these marker genes
to infer the phylogenetic information of a given environmental sample. While these
programs supply information about the biodiversity of a sample, they only asso-
ciate those genome fragments that carry a marker gene with possible OTUs. This
means that the great majority of sequencing reads remain unassociated with any
taxa. Table 5.1 shows the percentage of the DNA sequences in a metagenome mix-
ture which are assigned to taxa using phylotyping methods. The reason for this
poor assignment is that only a small part of a genome contains the marker genes,
and this dramatically reduces the occurrence probability of a marker gene for a
given random genome fragment. In fact phylotyping approaches suggest answers
for the question \what groups are in the mix?" rather than the question of \Which
fragment belongs to which one of those groups in the mixture?"
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Method 16s RNA MLST AMPHORA MLTreeMap
Assignment (%) < 1 < 1 1.3 1.89
Table 5.1: The percentage of fragments assigned to taxa in a metagenome using
marker gene-based phylotyping methods.
5.4 Metagenome Assembly
Metagenome assembly is the process of obtaining long contigs or drafts of com-
plete genomes from sequence reads. The sequenced metagenomes include fragment
reads of multiple genomes from various organisms existing in the environment. An
ideal scenario for the assembly of genomes populating the metagenome would be
assembling each genome in parallel fashion after a taxonomical classication phase
[147, 148]. Realizing such an approach is currently an open research problem.
The contemporary approach to metagenome analysis is to employ taxonomic
grouping after attempts to assemble the metagenome treating it as a single species
read set. There are several problems with this approach. Taxonomic classication
operates successfully with the sequences having a length in the long contig range
[58, 59]. On the other hand, attempting to assemble an entire metagenome without
taxonomic grouping, or binning, leads to poor assemblies. This is the conundrum
of metagenomics data analysis: a good assembly of genomes in an environmental
sample requires phylogenetic classication, while good phylogenetic classication
requires assembled contigs of sucient length and thus, containing signicant in-
formation for characterization. To date no comprehensive metagenome assembler
has been reported and conventional genome assemblers are facing diculties with
data consisting of a mixture of several genomes which eventually aects the per-
formance of taxonomic classication. Currently, single genome assembly programs
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such as Forge, Phrap [149], TIGR, CAP3 [150], Arachne [152, 152], JAZZ [153], the
Celera Assembler [154], and EULER [155, 156] are also employed for metagenome
assembly [157]. These programs are specically designed for Sanger sequencing
and the assembly of isolated genomes. Modications to these algorithms adapting
them to perform on the greater number of shorter reads yielded by new generation
sequencing are also available with the programs such as SSAKE [158], VCAKE
[159], SHARCGS [160], Velvet [161] and Allpaths.
5.5 Metagenome Binning
Binning one of the computational tasks in metagenome analysis, involves categoriz-
ing sequenced data into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) for further analysis.
Binning is a dicult problem when the information required for dierentiation has
to be obtained from short DNA reads. A number of approaches has been proposed
for computational binning of metagenome data, and some of them are currently
employed in real-life metagenome analysis.
It is possible to categorize the binning approaches in three main classes: similar-
ity search methods, supervised compositional methods and unsupervised methods.
While the rst category involves molecular database searches for previously ex-
plored homogenous sequences, the latter two use the notion of genome signatures
to bin the DNA sequences to taxa.
5.5.1 Similarity Search-Based Binning Methods
Probably the most widespread method of binning is using homology searches for
a given unknown genomic fragment. As mentioned earlier, using a few marker
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genes is insucient to label a great majority of metagenomical fragments. How-
ever, employing larger sets of molecular sequences is shown to serve the purpose
of metagenome binning. Here, larger sets of molecular sequences refer to compre-
hensive sets of protein sequences and assemblies of whole genomes or large contigs
from the known organisms. Corresponding molecular data gathered from various
projects are deposited in public databases. Consequently, the task of searching for
matches between unknown metagenome samples and known sequences reduces to
homology searches in molecular databases.
An example of employing homology search using known protein domains is the
algorithm Carma [162]. Carma assigns sequences to taxonomical origins by try-
ing to match them to known protein families contained in Pfam domains. Prole
Markov models are used to search the aligned Pfam domains for possible homolo-
gies. Although this class of methods is frequently used for phylotyping, they can
be employed for binning since they comprehensively compare protein domains and
attempt to classify any given genome fragment. While computationally expensive,
Carma has been shown to be accurate even for short sequences in the current py-
rosequencing read length range (80-400 bp). However, the accuracy drops dramat-
ically when phylogenetically close sequences are missing from the search databases.
Running CARMA on a comprehensive dataset gathered from a large spectrum of
known genomes resulted in inaccurate classications [162]. (6% sensitivity when
using 100 bp sequences for identication at the genus level).
Another similarity based method is MEGAN [163, 164], which uses the scores
of similarity searches to assign the DNA fragments to taxa using a lowest common
ancestor algorithm. Usually nucleotide BLAST [165] is employed as the similar-
ity search task. Therefore, a common binning strategy using MEGAN appears to
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be a local alignment search using available DNA sequences of known organisms.
MEGAN is reported to be successful when the organisms forming the metagenome
have close relatives in the search databases. However, in a recent study [166], only
12% of the data obtained from microbial communities in coral atolls got signicant
BLAST hits. SOrt-ITEMS [167] is a recent example of similarity search methods
employing BLAST as ontology search strategy. In addition to similarity search
scores, the search parameters are also considered in the taxonomy assignment al-
gorithm.
Similarity search methods are very powerful when the homologous sequences
exist in search databases, because signicant hits with local alignments are ex-
pected to have high ratios of true positives. On the other hand, homology searches
would be unable to identify sequences from a large proportion of the microbial
population. The reason behind this incapability is the small ratio of sequenced
biological molecules compared to the vast number of species in metagenome sam-
ples. As a matter of the course, poor identication results are reported with real-life
metagenome data.
5.5.2 Supervised Compositional Binning Methods
Supervised compositional binning methods approach the problem of binning from
a general perspective of modeling. According to this scheme, genome fragments are
represented as compact mathematical models which represent the species specic
characteristics of genomes. Sequenced genomes in public databases are also rep-
resented by their models. The homology search task of sequence similarity-based
methods is replaced with model comparison. The model based approach provides
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several advantages: rst, the computational burden is reduced when compared to
the similarity based methods, and second the models provide a more general rep-
resentation. The reduction in computational burden is a crucial practical issue in
metagenomics analysis, since large amounts of data have to be processed, which
might result in infeasibility problems. Similarity based methods require sequence
alignment runs over voluminous databases. Whereas, supervised compositional
binning methods generally compare relatively small structures. Moreover, the rep-
resentation of sequences by structures that emphasize the specic features provides
a concise framework. Introduction of a more general scheme has been observed to
be more accurate for a number of binning scenarios [168].
Genome signatures, being species specic and pervasive, are a plausible candi-
date for DNA sequence modeling to be employed in supervised binning methods.
While the specic character helps in distinguishing fragments from dierent genome
sources, the pervasiveness enables the use of the signature with short fragments
usually seen in metagenomes.
A naive-Bayesian Classier-based method proposed by Sandberg et al. [169]
and a Markov chain method by Dalevi et al. [170] are early examples of this
approach. The algorithm PhyloPythia [171] consists of various support vector
machine (SVM) classiers. Relative frequency proles of short oligonucleotides (5-
mers for clade levels of genus to class, and 6-mers for the clade levels of phylum and
domain) were used as feature vectors. Relative oligonucleotide frequency vectors
were generated for various fragment lengths and SVMs were trained using dier-
ent fragment lengths. Satisfactory sensitivity and specicity results are reported
for the sequence lengths > 1-3kbp. However, a sharp cut-o in the accuracy is
observed for fragments less than 1 kbp in length. Another recent taxonomic classi-
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cation method, TACOA [172], proposes a k-nearest neighbor classication based
algorithm. In this method, genomic sequences are represented by over- underabun-
dance proles of oligonucleotides called genomic feature vectors (GFV). GFV's are
identical to zero'th order Markov models. Training GFV's over known genomes,
the best score calculated from the closest k trained neighbors to a test GFV deter-
mines the taxonomic assignment of an unknown test query. For sequence lengths
under 1 kbp, 4-mers are used to build GFV's. For longer sequences, the frequencies
of 5-mers are observed to perform the best. TACOA has been shown to correctly
classify fragments larger than 800 bp with an average sensitivity between 76% at
the rank of superkingdom and 39% at the rank of genus. Its performance is com-
parable to PhyloPythia in that range. As the distance metric, Euclidean distances
are used and fed into radial basis functions in PhyloPythia, whereas inner products
are used in TACOA.
Phymm [168] was developed for the classication of short read lengths of
metagenomics data. It is based on a Bayesian decision machine which detects the
taxonomic source of a read with its maximum a posteriori probability calculated
over variable order Markov models. Complete genomes of known taxa are used
for training Markov models. Oligonucleotide lengths of 1-mer to 8-mer are used in
training the models. Phymm shows signicantly increased accuracy compared to
CARMA and PhyloPhytia.
5.5.3 Unsupervised Methods
The previous two classes of binning methods require prior knowledge of sequence
information for known taxonomic units. When the majority of species embodying
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a metagenome is included in model or sequence databases, the binning performance
is satisfactory. When unidentied and non-sequenced genomes exist in the mix-
ture, the taxonomic classication becomes impossible. Given contemporary limited
knowledge of microbial sequences, this is not an unexpected scenario. Furthermore,
discovery of new microbes is conceptually very limited with the similarity-search
based and supervised methods. Since supervised and similarity-based binning
methods label the metagenome with known species, the exploration is conned
to the small portion of the known microworld, or its close relatives.
For discovery of novel microbial species, unsupervised categorization of metagenomes
is needed. The requirement for unsupervised binning is the ability to distinguish
fragments of dierent sources without the aid of trained models. That is to say, ac-
curate clustering of metagenome samples has to be achieved. Employing genome
signatures within an autonomous framework of categorization appears to be an
appropriate approach to unsupervised binning.
Unsupervised Binning Using Self Organizing Maps
Early examples of unsupervised binning made use of autonomous neural network
structures called self organizing maps (SOM) [173,174]. SOM's group similar struc-
tures using batch learning methods which minimize the mean square classication
error. SOM's are useful for the visualization of high-dimensional data; they project
the complex relation of data onto a simple two dimensional map.
The possibility of clustering metagenome samples using genome signatures was
extensively investigated in [175]. It was previously reported that genomes shar-
ing the same environment are similar in composition [176-179]. As organisms
in a metagenome share the same environment this could result in a problem of
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disappearance of species specic features of genome signatures in metagenomes.
However, a case study performed on an acid mine metagenome in which the organ-
isms share extremely acidic conditions has shown that the genome signatures are
not obscured. Using SOM's as the clustering scheme and tetranucleotide frequen-
cies of 5 kbp fragments a clear clustering of metagenome samples were observed.
Moreover specicity was observed for fragments as short as 500 bp, and clusters
form around the length of 1400 bp.
Abe et al. [180] reported a clear separation of species with 1 kb and 10 kb
fragments from 65 prokaryotes and 6 eukaryotes using 2,3,4-mer oligonucleotide
frequencies. They also supported their results using clinical data from uncultured
microbes [180]. Comparing the clusters with the known genomes, they concluded
that 79% of the Sargasso Sea metagenome consists of unknown species.
Dierent architectures of SOM's further improved the binning results of this
class of unsupervised methods. Using growing self organizing maps, hyperbolic
SOM's in unsupervised [181,182] and semi-supervised settings [183], accuracy val-
ues comparable with supervised binning were achieved.
Binning Methods Considering Community Abundance
The diversity of populations and under-overabundance of species in a microbial
community aect the clustering characteristics of metagenome binning. If a taxon
has an abundant number of individuals the variance of signatures within the taxon
might be large, compared to inter-taxa variance of low abundance sequences. Dif-
ferent approaches which take into account the population abundance have been
implemented in a number of binning programs.
Compostbin [184] uses data reduction with weighted principal component anal-
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ysis. The 46 dimensional feature space of hexanucleotide frequencies calculated for
each fragment is reduced down to three dimensions of largest principal compo-
nents. The weighting scheme rst estimates the coverage of sequences by fast
approximate sequence alignment [185], and the inverse of the coverage assigned
to each fragment as the weighting factor. The nal distance graph is partitioned
using bisection by normalized cuts. Binning clusters are obtained by performing
the bisections iteratively.
LikelyBin [186] estimates the genome signatures in the form of Markov mod-
els and incorporates them with the a priori probability of each fragment which is
proportional to the abundance value of the related organism in the metagenome
mix. A Markov chain Monte Carlo setting estimates the corresponding proba-
bilities (i.e. genome signatures and population abundance) simultaneously. Con-
sequently, the a posteriori probabilities of a fragment for each model indicates
the cluster that a fragment belongs to. AbundanceBin [187] is an expectation-
maximization algorithm, which uses the Lander-Waterman model [188]. Oligomer
frequency estimates are used for the maximization of the a posteriori probability
of an oligonucleotide coming from a certain species. Once the algorithm converges,
the estimated values are used for sequence binning. Tetra [189] is one of the earliest
tools used to group the fragments in a metagenome. It uses relative proportions of
tetranucleotides with respect to the database samples in DNA contigs and calcu-
lates the correlations of pairs as a measure of similarity. In [190], only some of the
oligonucleotides, which are believed to carry the phylogeny information, are used
for metagenome binning. An approach ltering oligonucleotides which occur with
similar frequency between dierent DNA fragments, as well as the ones with ex-
tremely dierent occurrence statistics improves the binning results. SCIMM [191] is
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the unsupervised version of the program Phymm. Interpolated Markov models are
trained for metagenome fragments and clustered using an expectation maximiza-
tion algorithm which maximizes the likelihood functions. SCIMM was compared
with LikelyBin and CompostBin implementations, and improvement in clustering
results were reported. The performance of unsupervised binning algorithms will
be compared in chapter 7.
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Chapter 6
RAIphy: Phylogenetic
Classication of Metagenomics
Samples Using Iterative
Renement of Relative
Abundance Index Proles
We have observed that using probabilistic similarity measures instead of abso-
lute metrics can result in better species specic and pervasive characterizations of
genome fragments. The RAI measurement, which incorporates several measure-
ments of oligonucleotide abundance based on dierent Markov assumptions, can
possess a pervasive nature with the dened metrics. Although it includes feature
extraction of oligonucleotide abundance vectors, which is not pervasive in Euclid-
ian space, it remains suciently specic even for short genome fragments using
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RAI scores.
In this section, we incorporate this novel genome signature in a semi-supervised
metagenome binning algorithm. A given random genome fragment is given a mem-
bership score with respect to a taxon by adding up the index values in the RAI
model for the taxon for each observed k-mer in the fragment. The fragment is
assigned to the taxon that results in the highest score. An iterative process con-
sisting of classifying the fragments from a mixture using the current RAI models
then updating the RAI models based on the resulting clusters is used to improve
the classication accuracy. As the initial RAI seeds, RAIphy uses models esti-
mated from genomes currently available in the RefSeq database, and thus RAIphy
can be categorized as a semi-supervised method. RAIphy has been implemented
as a simple, compact standalone desktop application, which is fast compared to
similarity-search-based applications. While achieving competitive binning accura-
cies for the DNA sequencing read length range (100-1000 bp), the method also
performs accurately for longer environmental contigs.
6.1 Classication Approach
6.1.1 Classication Metric
To assign a genomic fragment, F , from an unknown source to a taxonomic unit,
we rst compute the relative frequencies of occurrence for each k-mer from the
fragment. For each candidate taxonomic unit, we then obtain a membership score
by computing the weighted sum of the components of the RAI prole of the taxo-
nomic unit where the weighting is the corresponding k-mer frequency of occurrence
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for the fragment F .
Given an RAI model belonging to the taxon, Gi, and an unknown genome
fragment, F , the membership score, EF [rai
Gi ], is given as:
EF [rai
Gj ] =
X
x
fF (x1; x2; : : : ; xk)rai
Gj(x1; x2; : : : ; xk); (6.1)
where fF (x1; x2; : : : ; xk) is the frequency of a k-mer in the fragment, F ; and rai
Gj is
calculated using the relative frequency counts of the k-mers observed in the taxon,
j. Consider what happens when the statistics of the k-mers of the fragment match
the statistics of a taxonomic unit. For a k-mer that occurs often, the frequency of
occurrence will be a high and the RAI value of the k-mer for the taxonomic unit will
be positive. The more often the k-mer occurs, the larger will be the values of both
the RAI and the frequency of occurrence. For k-mers that occur less often than
expected, the frequency of occurrence will be low; and the RAI value of the k-mer
for the taxonomic unit will be negative. Thus in the sum, the positive RAI values
will be weighted by the larger frequencies of occurrence; and the negative values
will be weighted with the lower frequencies of occurrence. The opposite will happen
when the statistics of the fragments are completely mismatched with the statistics
of a taxonomic unit. Therefore, the membership score for the matching taxonomic
unit will be higher than the membership score for the mismatched taxonomic unit.
Given the taxa, J = f1; 2; : : : ; ng, with RAI proles, fraiG1 ; raiG2 ; : : : ; raiGj ; : : : ; raiGng,
an unknown genome fragment, F , is classied to the taxon, j^, by
j^ = argmax
j
EF [rai
Gj ]: (6.2)
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Figure 6.1: The comparison of Relative Abundance Index measure with likelihood
measures of oligonucleotide frequencies and Markov models for 100 bp-1000 bp
fragment length. Oligomer length of 7 is used.
We compared RAI classication with the detection schemes dened by Sandberg
et al. [169] and Dalevi et al. [170] with the same experimental setup used in
those studies (Figure 6.1). According to that, random fragments from 28 taxa are
classied and the average true positive rations are calculated. RAI was observed
to be the best performing method for all fragment lengths in these experiments.
Therefore, we have adopted RAI as the compositional detection approach to be
used in our metagenomic phylogeny classication.
6.1.2 Iterative Renement of Genome Models
Metagenomics binning programs are designed for classifying genome fragments
of previously unknown species using phylogenetically close genomes. Since the
conserved compositional features, or genome signatures, of the unknown species in
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the mixture are not available, the presumption is that the classication algorithm
will assign the fragment to the same or a close clade level for which a model (in this
case an RAI prole) is available. While this can be done with some success, there
remains signicant room for improving the classication accuracy by adaptively
updating the models used for detection. The heuristics presented here rely on
the fact that we actually possess genomic fragments from the unknown genome
in the mixture. Therefore, we use a multistep process in which the rst step
uses classication, as described above, using the RAI proles of known species.
Once this rst classication has been performed, the resulting clusters of fragments
can be used to obtain the RAI proles of the unknown species. Obtaining the
genome signatures of these clustered fragments (and subsequently training models
over them) results in models that better describe the composition of the unknown
genome leading to more accurate classication. Experiments supporting these
claims are presented in the Results section.
The renement procedure consisted of the repetition of two phases. In the
rst phase, RAI proles were estimated from genomes of known organisms. Each
metagenome fragment was classied by assigning it to the genomes returning the
maximum RAI score. In the second phase, the oligonucleotide frequencies and,
subsequently, the RAI proles for each class were recalculated using the collection
of fragments assigned to the corresponding class. These two phases were iter-
atively repeated until a stopping criterion was met. With each renement, the
metagenome fragments were represented with improved RAI proles. Thus, the
average membership scores were expected to increase. When the change in the in-
crease of average membership scores with a renement became small, we stopped
the renement procedure. Here, the stopping criterion was met if the improvement
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in the score was less than 1% of the membership score achieved in the previous
iteration. The algorithm is quite robust to the stopping threshold; reducing the
threshold by several orders of magnitude has no eect on the binning performance.
This procedure can be thought of as an expectation maximization algorithm with
hard decision of classes [199]. From this point of view, it is similar to a seeded K-
means clustering algorithm, with training initial conditions using previously known
data [200]. Instead of minimizing the mean Euclidian distance, our objective was to
maximize the mean average membership score. The algorithm can be summarized
as follows:
Classification with iterative refinement:
N Metagenome fragments : Fj j 2 f1; 2; ::; Ng
M RAI proles: raiGi i 2 f1; 2; ::;Mg
M taxonomic classes : Gi i 2 f1; 2; ::;Mg
1. CLASSIFY all Fj using all rai
Gi
2. UPDATE all raiGi using Fj 2 Gi
3. BREAK IF j AV ERAGE Membership SCORE CURRENT
AV ERAGE Membership SCORE PREV IOUS
  1j < 0:01
4. GOTO 1
We tested the performance of this algorithm using the same data and experi-
mental design as in [169] (i.e., the same genomes were used for training RAIs, and
the same fragments were used for testing). The test fragments in this dataset were
short fragments in the range of 100-1000bp. Observing the performance of iterative
renement on short fragments was important because the ratio of false positives is
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Figure 6.2: The performance increase with iterative renement is illustrated us-
ing the same dataset and experiment setup with [169] for the fragments of length
400 bp. Left y-axis and blue curve: The increase in the percent of correct assign-
ments with iterative renement. Right y-axis and green curve: The increase and
saturation in the average relative abundance index scores.
greater for short fragment lengths, as is the noise introduced by them. Therefore,
the task of improving the models in this band was harder. We observed improve-
ment in classication accuracy for all fragment lengths we tested in a small number
of iterations (3-6). The increase in accuracy for the fragment length of 400bp is
shown in Figure 6.2.
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6.1.3 Program Parameters
Since RAIphy was designed as an iterative algorithm, which retrains its models
depending on the change in the average membership score, the parameters were
kept constant for the whole spectrum of fragment lengths. The oligonucleotide
length was xed at seven. Although it has been shown that longer correlations
exist in DNA and that it is possible to exploit longer oligonucleotides for su-
cient sequence lengths [202], we observed that the classication accuracy saturates
after an oligomer length of seven (Figure 6.3). The binning accuracy increases
signicantly with the increase in k-mer size to a size of seven. However, increasing
the size of the k-mers beyond seven results in negligible accuracy improvement
while signicantly increasing the computational burden. An RAI prole was up-
dated only if the total length of the fragments assigned to the corresponding class
exceeded 25 kbp.
6.2 Results and Discussion
6.2.1 Test Data
In order to be able to conduct controlled experiments, we created synthetic metagenome
data using the available genomes in the US National Center for Biotechnology In-
formation (NCBI) RefSeq database [201] as of March 2010. We built our database
storing RAI proles for all 1,146 available genomes. Dierent chromosomes and
plasmids belonging to the same organism were concatenated and treated as a single
sequence. These served as the initial seeds in a run of RAIphy. For phylogenetic
binning and labeling, we collected the taxonomic information from the NCBI tax-
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Figure 6.3: The detection accuracy for varying oligomer length using RAI measure
in the range of 100 bp-1000 bp fragment length.
onomy database. The data collected was comprised of 609 species, 318 genera,
158 families, 88 orders, 41 classes, and 26 phyla. To test the performance of our
program, leave-one-out, cross-validation tests were performed as follows: for every
taxonomic unit comprised of at least two subtaxa (e.g., a genus having more than
one dierent species), a test genome was selected; and 3000 test fragments were
drawn randomly from each one of those genomes. The RAI proles were trained
over the remaining taxa. The test genome was not used for obtaining the RAI
prole. This was done for every genome that was not a single representative of a
clade. We repeated each experiment 100 times to assess the rst and second order
accuracy statistics.
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6.2.2 Experiments in Support of the Renement Process
There are two observations that support the thesis that a renement process will
improve the overall detection performance. First, the genome signatures estimated
using the detected portion of a genome should be a good approximation of the
signature of the unknown genome. That is to say, we should be able to perform
sucient classication with the models trained from incomplete genomes and even
with a collection covering a small percentage of the genome. Although the genome
signatures are known to be pervasive, we investigated whether the pervasiveness
was sucient to allow a reasonable estimate of the signature to be extracted from a
small fraction of the genome. We repeated the fragment classication experiments
in [169] using models trained over various coverage percentages of genomes starting
from the entire genome down to only 10% of the genome. Employing the RAI in
the manner described above, as shown in Figure 6.4, we observed that there is
only a decrease in accuracy of 2-4% in the worst case. This result supports the
premise that even with a small collection of fragments in a taxonomic bin after the
classication we could train a practically useful model for the unknown organism.
The rst experiment demonstrated that it was possible to train a model with
a small fraction of the genome that could be obtained through classication of the
samples of the microbiome. However, these results assume that the genomic frag-
ments available truly belong to the organism being detected. Taxonomic classica-
tion algorithms return signicant amounts of false positives. These false positives
could conceivably make the algorithm diverge and actually reduce classication ac-
curacy. We conducted a number of experiments to make sure that this would not
happen with RAIphy for the metagenomic classication experiments. An example
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Figure 6.4: Classication accuracy performance with varying available coverage of
training genomes. RAI proles are built using the entire genome and fragments
of genomes covering 50%, 40%, 20%, and 10% of the genome. The decrease in
the classication performance due to incomplete training data coverage was not
signicant, and classication capability was conserved.
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of the results of such an experiment is shown in Figure 6.2. We had no experiments
in which the algorithm diverged.
6.2.3 Classication Performance for Short Fragments
The rst set of experiments included testing the accuracy of RAIphy for short frag-
ments in the range of 100-1,000 bp. The experiments were divided into ranges or
bands of fragment length, because existing programs operating in dierent bands
have dierent accuracy scores and properties. For example, TACOA and Phylo-
Phythia perform poorly for short fragments as mentioned above. On the other
hand, similarity-based programs, such as Carma, also perform poorly when the
genome of origin is not available. Currently, the only composition-based method
that can accurately classify previously unobserved metagenome samples in this
range is Phymm. In Figure 6.5, the accuracy (i.e., the percent true positive rate)
performance with changing fragment lengths is illustrated. It can be seen that
the RAIphy classication performance compares favorably to Phymm for all frag-
ment lengths. In Figure 6.6, RAIphy is compared with PhymmBL, which combines
Phymm and BLAST. PhymmBL outperforms RAIphy for shorter fragment lengths
at a cost of signicantly increased computation time.
6.2.4 Binning Fragments in the Absence of Close Relatives
Even with our contemporary knowledge of microbiology, a great majority of the
tree of life is unknown. Therefore, it would not be unexpected to have genome frag-
ments of an unknown clade in a metagenome sample. In this case, a metagenome
binning method is desired to assign the fragments of undiscovered genomes to sister
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Figure 6.5: Accuracy of RAIphy with short fragment lengths and genus-level pre-
diction, compared with Phymm in the same spectrum. PhyloPythia operates accu-
rately for >1000 bp fragments. Here, its poor performance for short-read range can
be observed for 1 Kbp accuracy. Also, Carma searching Pfam domains and pro-
tein families for short reads, such as 100 bp fragments, appeared to be performing
poorly in accordance with the results reported in [162].
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Figure 6.6: Accuracy of RAIphy with short fragment lengths and genus-level pre-
diction, compared with PhymmBL in the same spectrum. For short read length
(100 bp-400 bp) fragments, the combination of Phymm and BLAST outperforms
RAIphy. However, RAIphy attains higher accuracy for longer fragments.
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taxa in the same clade level. To simulate this situation and observe how RAIphy
performs in such cases, we tested it with incomplete training data. We repeated
the previous experiments with leave-one-out, cross-validation; however, this time,
all representatives of the taxonomic group that the test samples belong to were
removed from the training data and an assignment to a sister taxon (e.g., a genus
from the same family with the unknown genus) was accepted as a correct classi-
cation. We performed the tests for the unknown taxa of dierent clade levels from
family to class levels.
The correct classication rate decreased substantially with missing data. RAIphy
performed at under 50% accuracy for all clade levels for fragment lengths in the
range of 100 bp{1Kbp. In Figure 6.7, the binning performance for RAIphy, Phymm,
and BLAST searches is illustrated for a read length of 400 bp and 1 Kbp. While
this performance is still superior to other composition-based methods, similarity
searches performed using BLAST performed better for short read lengths of 100
bp and 200 bp Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9. For longer fragment length classication, the
performance of 800 bp is shown in gure 6.10. The reason why accuracy drops down
for the clade level order is the asymmetry in the dataset of currently sequenced
microbial sequences.
6.2.5 Classication Performance for Longer Metagenome
Fragments
The classication performance for genomic fragments of 800 bp-50 Kbp was also
studied. This range is signicant because it represents lengths of assembled contigs,
while the shorter fragments correspond to single sequencing reads. In taxonomic
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of RAIphy, BLAST and Phymm with incomplete training
set for varying clade-levels is shown for 400 bp, 1 Kbp genomic fragments. The
accuracy remains under 50% for all methods. RAIphy performs slightly better
than Phymm and BLAST for this range.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of RAIphy, BLAST and Phymm with incomplete training
set for varying clade levels. Fragment length 100 bp.
Figure 6.9: Comparison of RAIphy, BLAST and Phymm with incomplete training
set for varying clade levels. Fragment length 200 bp.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of RAIphy, BLAST and Phymm with incomplete training
set for varying clade levels. Fragment length 800 bp.
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classication, generation of a smaller number of highly reliable predictions is pre-
ferred over predicting the majority of fragments with less reliable labels [172].
When this is the case, genomic fragments with reliable scores can be classied and
suspicious fragments left as \unknown." Adopting the accuracy measurement de-
nitions dened by Baldi et al.[203], this kind of regularization yields higher average
specicity and lower average sensitivity. The sensitivity for the class i is dened
as:
Sni =
TPi
TPi + FNi + Ui
; (6.3)
where TPi is the number of samples correctly classied to the class i (true posi-
tives), FNi is the number of samples assigned to another class even though they
belong to class i (false negatives), and Ui is the unclassied number of samples
belonging to class i. The specicity for the class i is dened as:
Spi =
TPi
TPi + FPi
(6.4)
where FPi is the number of samples assigned to the class i while belonging to
another class.
Determining an operating point in the sensitivity-specicity trade-o has been
achieved by using dierent approaches for dierent methods. In TACOA, the
kernel parameters governed the thresholds for classifying samples. In Diaz et al.
[172], grid searches were employed to decide the optimal accuracy values and for
setting the parameters. PhyloPhytia uses a post-processing one-versus-all SVM
classier to detect the reliable samples and leave the rest \unknown." RAIphy
classies all metagenomic fragments to a taxonomic bin by default. However,
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RAIphy also allows setting thresholds and operating at dierent points of the
sensitivity-specicity curves. We assigned detection-quality scores to fragments
to measure the likelihood of tting. The quality scores were calculated as the
dierence between the best average RAI score and the next best score:
q(F ) = EF [rai
Gi ]  EF [raiGk ] (6.5)
where i is the class returning the best RAI score (EF ), and k is the class returning
the second highest RAI score. If a fragment ts equally well to more than one
model, the quality score turns out to be 0; and if a fragment reects the charac-
teristics of one class much better than any other class, it receives a high quality
score.
Setting percentage thresholds (p) to assign the top p% scored fragments of each
class and dropping the labels of the remaining (100 p) % to \unknown" increased
the specicity while reducing the sensitivity. Geometrically speaking, the fragments
remaining in an iso-quality hyperboloid were assigned; and the others outside the
hyperboloid were determined to be unclassied. Therefore, this thresholding is
a tightening of the decision boundary from a hyperplane to a hyperboloid in the
feature space.
Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13 show the specicity-sensitivity perfor-
mance obtained from a cross-validation test on the dataset for 800 bp, 1 kbp, and
10 Kbp fragments. Four thousand random fragments were sampled from each test
species. The optimized sensitivity and specicity values for TACOA and PhyloPy-
thia were also shown for the same datasets. RAIphy signicantly outperformed
both algorithms for the given range of fragments and clade levels. An advantage of
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Figure 6.11: Sentitivity-specicity operating characteristics curves for RAIphy
determined with 800 bp fragments using the dataset obtained from the RefSeq
database. The accuracy values for TACOA and PhyloPythia are also illustrated
for the same test data
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Figure 6.12: Sentitivity-specicity operating characteristics curves for RAIphy
determined with 1 Kbp fragments using the dataset obtained from the RefSeq
database. The accuracy values for TACOA and PhyloPythia are also illustrated
for the same test data.
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Figure 6.13: Sentitivity-specicity operating characteristics curves for RAIphy de-
termined with 10 Kbp fragments using the dataset obtained from RefSeq database.
The accuracy values for TACOA and PhyloPythia are also illustrated for the same
test data.
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RAIphy, as demonstrated by the sensitivity-specicity performance curves, is that
even when samples with low condence scores are included in the classication, we
retain high specicity; and the number of unknown samples decreases and sensi-
tivity values increase, whereas the specicity drop is only around 10-25% for 800
bp and 1 Kbp fragments and around 10-15% for 10 Kbp fragments.
The Specicity performance of RAIphy with the fragment range 800bp-50kbp is
provided in Figure 6.14, Figure 6.15, Figure 6.16, Figure 6.17, Figure 6.18 for each
taxon at every clade level according to NCBI taxonomy of sequenced genomes.
6.2.6 Performance on Real-Life Metagenomic Data
The RAIphy system was also tested using a real-life dataset. Recognizing the con-
trol on real metagenome data is very limited and that true labels of assembled con-
tigs and reads are not entirely known or the labeling is low quality, the experiment
was performed on a subset of an Acid Mine Drainage (AMD) metagenome [120].
The AMD sample consisted of a low-diversity community that was dominated
by three microbic populations: Ferroplasma acidarmanus and Leptospirillum sp.
groups II and III. Since these organisms exist abundantly in the community, it has
been possible to assemble draft genomes for these organisms. Therefore, we can ac-
curately determine which fragment reads belong to these organisms with sequence
alignments since fragments originating from the draft genomes align with few mis-
matches. This allowed us to observe the classication accuracy of our method for
a subset of real metagenome data that could be accurately labeled. The phylum-
level taxonomy assignments for each of the three genomes are shown in Figure 6.19.
Ferroplasma acidarmanus belongs to Euryarchaeota phylum of Archaea; 49.6% of
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Figure 6.14: Specicity performance of RAIphy in genus level prediction for 99
genera obtained from RefSeq database. Fragment lengts of 800bp, 1Kbp, 3Kbp,
10Kbp, 15Kbp and 50Kbp are illustrated.
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Figure 6.15: Specicity performance of RAIphy in family level prediction for 70
families obtained from RefSeq database. Fragment lengts of 800bp, 1Kbp, 3Kbp,
10Kbp, 15Kbp and 50Kbp are illustrated.
Figure 6.16: Specicity performance of RAIphy in order level prediction for 47
orders obtained from RefSeq database. Fragment lengts of 800bp, 1Kbp, 3Kbp,
10Kbp, 15Kbp and 50Kbp are illustrated.
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Figure 6.17: Specicity performance of RAIphy in class level prediction for 26
classes obtained from RefSeq database. Fragment lengts of 800bp, 1Kbp, 3Kbp,
10Kbp, 15Kbp and 50Kbp are illustrated.
Figure 6.18: Specicity performance of RAIphy in phylum level prediction for 16
phyla obtained from RefSeq database. Fragment lengts of 800bp, 1Kbp, 3Kbp,
10Kbp, 15Kbp and 50Kbp are illustrated.
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PHYLUM Phymm MEGAN PhymmBL RAIphy
Euryarchaeota 41.4% 48.6% 61% 49.6%
Firmicutes 41.9% 18.9% 28.8% 37%
Proteobacteria 8.6% 17.1% 4.9% 5.8%
Bacteroidetes 3.7% 2.2% 2.7% 3.6%
Thermotogae 1.8% 1.2% <1% 2.1%
Other phyla 2.6% 12% 2.6% 1.9%
Table 6.1: Phylum-level classication of the genome fragments belonging to Fer-
roplasma acidarmanus according to the sequence alignments with the reads and
draft of the genome for the taxonomic classication programs Phymm, MEGAN,
PhymmBL, and RAIphy. Correctly classied phylum is Euryarchaeota.
PHYLUM Phymm MEGAN PhymmBL RAIphy
Proteobacteria 80.2% 60.4% 79.6% 87.6%
Chlorobi 6% 2.5% 5.7% 4.9%
Firmicutes 2.3% 10.2% 2.7% 2.1%
Actinobacteria < 1% 1% 2% 1.3%
Other phyla 2.6% 12% 10% 2.2%
Table 6.2: Phylum-level classication of the genome fragments belonging to Lep-
tospirillum sp.group II according to the sequence alignments with the reads and
draft of the genome for the taxonomic classication programs Phymm, MEGAN,
PhymmBL, and RAIphy.
the fragments were correctly classied, as shown in Figure 6.19-a. This compares
with 41.4% for Phymm , 48.6% for MEGAN, and 61% for PhymmBL, as shown
in Table 6.1. The similarity scores used as MEGAN input were obtained from
nucleotide BLAST with the RefSeq database used as the similarity search set.
Leptospirillum sp. groups II and III are bacteria belonging to the Nitrospirae
phylum, which does not exist in the NCBI RefSeq database and, consequently,
in our database. The genus Leptospirillum was assigned as Deltaprotobacteria
[204], which is a class of Protobacteria. Of the fragments putatively determined
to be Leptospirillum sp. group II reads, 87.6% were assigned to the Protobacteria
phylum. For Phymm the true positive percentage was 80.2%, for MEGAN it was
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Figure 6.19: Phylum-level classication of the AMD metagenome fragments.
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PHYLUM Phymm MEGAN PhymmBL RAIphy
Proteobacteria 77.3% 62% 76.9% 85.3%
Chlorobi 3.9% 1.7% 3.3% 4.1%
Euryarchaeota 8.4% 4.9% 7.7% 4%
Firmicutes 2.7% 6.8% 2.9% 2.3%
Actinobacteria 2% 12.7% 3.3% 1.2%
Cyanobacteria 1.1% 3.8% 1.3% 1%
Other phyla 4.6% 8.1% 4.6% 2.1%
Table 6.3: Phylum-level classication of the genome fragments belonging to Lep-
tospirillum sp.group III according to the sequence alignments with the reads and
draft of the genome for the taxonomic classication programs Phymm, MEGAN,
PhymmBL, and RAIphy.
60.4%, while for PhymmBL it was 79.6%. Finally for Leptospirillum sp. group III
fragments, the true positive rate for RAIphy was 85.3%. This compares to 77.3%
for Phymm, 62% for MEGAN, and 76.9% for PhymmBL. This is a signicant
improvement in classication performance.
6.3 Conclusions
A metagenome binning method that exploits inherent features of genomic signa-
tures with a novel measure called RAI and a novel classication metric is pro-
posed. Our simulations used a large genomic fragment length range from 100 bp
to 50 Kbp. This range covers the length of average metagenome assembly contigs
and the length of sequencing reads with the current sequencing technology. The
simulations resulted in classication accuracy ranging between 38-97% at the deep-
est clade level (genus). Using RAI scores, the optimal performance was obtained
using relatively longer oligonucleotides (7-mers) than methods using Euclidian dis-
tance and correlation-based scores utilizing shorter k-mer statistics. We attributed
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a part of the improvement in classication accuracy to being able to use longer
oligonucleotide statistics, which include additional information on the DNA k-mer
distribution. Moreover, with the availability of RAI prole updates using the pre-
dicted DNA sequences, we have dened an iterative classication method that
improves the classication accuracy. We believe the improvement is due to the
fact that genome signatures are pervasive, and genome models can be approxi-
mated without requiring the availability of complete genomes. Therefore, a small
set of genome fragments was sucient to update the initial genome models. In our
case, a set of fragments forming 25 Kbp of nonoverlapping genomic sequence was
sucient to increase the classication accuracy in the next iteration.
In addition to the experiments performed on synthetic metagenomics data,
we tested RAIphy with well-studied, real-life metagenome AMD sample reads.
RAIphy outperformed the composition-based Phymm and nucleotide BLAST search-
based MEGAN on the binning task. PhymmBL, which uses a composite method
consisting of Phymm and BLAST, did better than RAIphy in one of the three
tasks and worse in the other two. PhymmBL took substantially longer to complete
the tasks than Phymm or RAIphy (around 5 fold longer).
The running time of RAIphy scales linearly with the average fragment length
and the number of fragments in the metagenome sample. In our experiments, it
took less than 4 hours to bin the AMD metagenome with the most comprehensive
search models that contained all 1,146 genomic sequences of the (NCBI) RefSeq
database on a standard desktop computer with a 2.19 GHz CPU. Processing of the
same dataset with similarity-search-based binning programs, such as CARMA and
MEGAN (run with blastn), and even with phylotyping pipelines AMPHORA and
MLTreeMap, requires > 24 hours. PhymmBL took around 464 hours to process
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the dataset. Using genus level RAI proles, the current version of RAIphy can
bin 1.5 Gbp of genomic sequences with 400 bp average read length in 24 hours.
This amount of data is achievable with next generation, high-throughput sequenc-
ing; and RAIphy appears to satisfy a computational need for fast and accurate
metagenome binning. RAIphy uses a moderate amount of memory ( 304 MB with
species-level training loaded and 47 MB with genus-level training loaded) in its
runtime.
We have implemented RAIphy as an open-source desktop application supported
with a simple graphical user interface. While the default is for all the RAI proles
of the RefSeq database in the species and genus level to be used as database les,
there is also an option to create custom databases if a set of training sequences
are provided. Since the program performs with a satisfactory accuracy both for
read-length and assembly-length DNA fragments, it can be utilized either as a
preprocessing stage in a metagenomics pipeline to improve the assembly procedure
or as the binning procedure for the assembled contigs.
We have observed that the accuracy falls to below 50% when sister taxa of the
unknown fragments are not close relatives. This appears to be a universal problem
that is also observed with other binning methods. For the metagenome samples
of undiscovered microbes, it might be a safe strategy to sacrice prediction resolu-
tion and bin the sequences to higher taxonomic units, such as phylum or class, or
sacrice specicity by selecting best hits and leaving suspicious assignments \un-
known." RAIphy outputs assignments at all taxonomic levels as well as providing
a thresholding option to select the best hits. Another universal problem, which
RAIphy also suers from, is the classication of horizontally transferred regions in
procaryotes. Since recently transferred regions dier in composition, predictions
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of those regions result in false binning.
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Chapter 7
Unsupervised Binning of
Metagenome Samples
7.1 Metagenome Assembly Problem
Metagenomics, as a newborn science, has provided valuable achievements for areas
such as clinical microbiology, virology, evolutionary biology as well as medicine and
industry. The promises of this emerging eld might be broader than what has been
achieved in its rst decade. However, to explore the further opportunities, many
open research problems have to be addressed. Perhaps one of the most important
issues to be considered is the problem of taxonomic assignment of environmental
samples. In this chapter, we introduce a novel paradigm addressing the taxonomic
assignment problem, using the concept of genome signatures. A metagenome bin-
ning application developed in this direction provides signicant improvement over
conventional approaches.
The current paradigm of computational metagenome analysis breaks down the
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taxonomic annotation process into two subsequent major phases: metagenome
assembly and binning. A general analysis strategy in a metagenome project is the
assembly of obtain longer contigs prior to binning fragments in OTU's. Direct
taxonomic assignment of sequence reads are generally avoided because both for
similarity search and composition based binning methods, short fragment lengths
result in poor binning [205]. Considering that the second generation sequencing
technology outputs sequence reads around the range of a few hundred base pairs,
an assembly phase before taxonomic assignment appears to be an appropriate
strategy.
The unavailability of metagenome binning prior to the fragment assembly pro-
cess leads to an unusual assembly problem that includes the shotgun multiple
assembly of various genomes. Conventional genome assemblers are designed for
single genomes; however, existence of multiple organisms in a metagenome intro-
duces a number of problems that reduce the quality of contig assemblies. These
problems can be reviewed as follows.
7.1.1 Interspecies Chimeras
Since genome assembly programs are designed to yield single genomes, aggressive
attempts to cross-assemble dierent genomes can result in the creation of chimeric
sequences [206] due to the existence of homologous regions in dierent genomes. As
this problem does not exist for assembling single genomes, there is no mechanism
to avoid this in single-species assemblers.
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7.1.2 Non-homogeneous Coverage Distribution
Because dierent organisms vary in abundance based on the population dynamics
of the ecosystem, single nucleotide coverage appears to be dierent for dierent
organisms. Although this could be a discriminative feature for distinguishing dif-
ferent organisms in an environmental sample, it can become a disadvantage with
conventional genome assemblers. For example, the Celera Assembler treats re-
gions with atypical coverage as repeat regions and avoids assembling them [207] as
homogenous coverage is expected in single genome data and atypical coverage is
assumed to be because of overlapping repeat regions.
7.1.3 Large Amount of Sequence Data
Most genome assemblers are designed for Sanger sequencing data with longer frag-
ments and less coverage depth. One class of assemblers attempts to solve a Hamil-
tonian path problem where each read is a vertex of a graph and edges are the
overlaps between those reads. With shorter fragments and greater coverage ob-
tained by new generation sequencing, the number of vertices increase signicantly
especially with Metagenome data. This increases the computational complexity to
a point where the approach is no longer feasible [208,209].
7.1.4 Existence of Dierent Strains of a Species with a
Number of Polymorphisms
Single genome assemblers which use Eulerian graph solutions generate De Brujin
graphs to solve the assembly problem. Errors in reads expand the graphs and
increase the computational complexity so error correction mechanisms are used
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as preprocessing steps to reduce the size of the De Brujin graphs. However, in
addition to sequencing errors which are typically no more than 3% in a frag-
ment, polymorphisms due to coexistence of dierent strains and individuals are
introduced in environmental samples which increases the edit distances of reads
from the consensus sequence and expands the graphs. This can aect assembly
performance of Eulerian-path methods. In fact, the error-correction mechanism
of Eulerian-path methods cannot perform eciently for high variation data [210]
which makes the assembly of metagenomes nearly impossible in that framework.
Moreover prophages inserted in dierent locations within the same species, or ge-
nomic rearrangements make a single consensus sequence (which is the goal of a
single-genome assembler) unachievable [211]. This appears to be another reason
for the highly fragmented metagenome assemblies where the fragments are mostly
the consistent portions of dierent strains shared in all genomes of a species [212].
Genome assembly methods can be divided in two phases: detecting overlaps
and joining the reads. Pairwise similarity searches of reads using common k-mers
or sequence alignments are mainly used for detecting the overlaps. The main
focus in these algorithms is on connecting the overlapping reads while avoiding re-
peats. The algorithms mainly dier in how they solve the path-nding problems.
In analyzing metagenomic data, the attention should be on avoiding interspecies
coassembly instead of avoiding intraspecies coassembly of repeats. It should be
considered that the performances of the assembly and binning phases (and, conse-
quently, the overall performance of the whole analysis process) not only depend on
each other but have many elements in common. We introduce a taxonomy assign-
ment approach to the metagenome analysis problem that would jointly perform
taxonomical binning and emulate contig assembly in a more careful and specied
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fashion.
7.2 Unsupervised RAIphy
Current approaches in the metagenome analysis of microbiomes consist of inde-
pendent processes of fragment assembly and binning. However, communication
between these two processes can contribute signicantly to the accuracy of both
processes since they each produce important information for the other. Unsu-
pervised RAIphy is a method which intimately combines concepts from binning
and assembly to produce a nal taxonomic classication. It basically employs the
overlap process of fragment assembly to grow longer pseudocontigs and an unsu-
pervised binning procedure is performed over the pseudocontigs. Both processes
use the concept of genome signatures with relative distance measurements, in order
to detect sequencing read overlaps and contig clustering, respectively. Moreover,
intermediate procedures to mitigate the problems associated with metagenome
asembly are developed. Particularly, avoidance of chimeric sequences is addressed.
Two intermediate procedures between pseudoassembly and pseudocontig cluster-
ing attempt to segment contigs with interspecies chimeras. First, we introduce the
consecutive steps of the algorithm.
7.2.1 Fragment Walk
The rst step of unsupervised RAIphy attempts to grow pseudocontigs in parallel
by joining together reads which have the same compositional structure and display
some overlap in a greedy fashion. The aim in this procedure is to group fragments
coming from the same region of a genome. This group of reads will cover a longer
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part of the genome, resulting in a better estimation of the genome signature to be
used in binning.
The corresponding procedure of joint pseudoassembly/binning method is called
a fragment walk. Each new read is either used as the seed for a new fragment or
it extends an existing fragment in a depending on whether there is a fragment to
which the read is close. A fragment walk might result in chimeric sequences as
the reads are from multiple organisms some of which may be evolutionarily related
and, therefore, have similar compositional structure.
In Figure 7.1, the layout of simulated sequencing reads from a small genome
region with the FLX 454 sequencing technology with 10X coverage is shown. The
data are generated on E. coli genome using MetaSim simulator with 400 bp av-
erage read length. A similar layout using random fragmentation with uniform
distribution of cut points is shown in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.1: FLX 454 400 bp fragment reads layout.
It can be seen that FLX 454 reads exhibit similar character with uniform distri-
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Figure 7.2: Uniform 400 bp fragment reads layout.
bution of sequencing reads. Therefore, a fair overlap distribution depending on the
coverage of the corresponding genome is expected. The overlaps of adjacent reads
imply similar sequence characterizations since they share the sequence of the over-
lapping region. Moreover, similar signature distance values are expected within a
genome since the read distribution is uniform-like. Use of genome signatures for
overlap detection also has the advantage that picking reads from other genomes is
unlikely due to the species specic character of genome signatures.
Given a genome signature characterization G(fi) where fi is the i
th sequence
read in a set of N reads (i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Ng), the closest overlapping read of read i
is determined to be
j = argmin
j
D(G(fi); (fj)) (7.1)
where D(:; :) is a distance metric for fragment characterizations. This procedure
is iteratively repeated by replacement until a stopping criterion is met or until no
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fragment reads are left.
In order to provide evidence for the validity of this approach, we generated a
synthetic dataset with simulated reads from six bacterial species. In our exper-
iments, Markov models with likelihood function metric was the best performing
genome signature. In Figure 7.3 the fragment walk performance of this signature
is compared with hexamer frequency vectors with Euclidean distances.
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Figure 7.3: The fragment walk performance comparison of 5th order Markov model
with likelihood function metric and hexamer frequencies with Euclidean distance.
The simple greedy method described above was used to generate contigs for
dierent read lengths and dierent coverages. The results are shown in Table 7.1.
For the same dataset, using 454 sequencing simulations with 10X average coverage
and the stopping heuristics - stop walk when the minimum distance is greater than
5 times the average minimum distance in the previous history - a simple greedy
pseudocontig generation approach resulted in approximately 30 Kbp long contigs.
Having long contigs of this size is highly advantageous for taxonomical clustering.
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Read Length (bp)
Coverage 50 100 400 10000 50000
3X 80.5 82.4 89.2 96.2 97.8
5X 82.3 85.5 93.4 97.5 99.1
10X 87.6 89.6 95.1 98.3 99.7
Table 7.1: Fragment walk accuracy for the dataset Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas
putida, Thermolum pendens, Pyrobaculum aerophilum, Bacillus anthracis and
Bacillus subtilis. The relative abundance ratios of the organisms are 1:1:1:1:2:14.
Accuracies are calculated for read lengths of 50, 100 (Illumina, Helicos, SOLiD
sequencing), 400 (454 sequencing), and 10 Kbp, 50 Kbp (nanopore sequencing)
where average coverage values of 3X, 5X and 10X are simulated.
7.2.2 Segmenting Chimeric Sequences
The fragment walk procedure generates groups of reads which are expected to
be belonging to the same part of a genome. Since these reads are short DNA
fragments, the similarity metric based on Markov model characterization might
have a relatively high ratio of failing to detect samples from the same genome.
This could be because of the weakness of the signature at that fragment length
level as well as the homogenous regions existing in dierent genomes. Therefore,
the problem of interspecies chimeras which is common to metagenome assembly
has to be addressed.
Coverage Based Segmentation
In order to deal with the problem of chimeric sequences, in the second step, un-
supervised RAIphy attempts to segment the sequence generated by the fragment
walk using a segmentation algorithm premised on the non-uniform abundance of
dierent genomes. For the postprocessing of the contigs generated we intend to
utilize the statistical dierences between dierent organisms due to their distinct
relative abundance values in the community. Abundant species are sampled more
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frequently from environment, and thus they have greater number of sequencing
reads. Due to the Lander-Waterman equation, greater number of reads mean
higher sequence coverage and longer overlaps between the adjacent reads. As a re-
sult, the distance scores obtained during the fragment walk are varies according to
the relative abundance of species in the community. We can see this phenomenon
in Figure 7.4 where the rst 50 sorted distances averaged over 20 random fragments
selected from 454 reads of length 400 bp with 3X, 10X, and 20X coverages. Unsu-
pervised RAIphy stores the best 10 distance scores belonging to a read calculated
during the fragment walk phase.
Figure 7.4: Sorted distances (the rst 50 components) averaged over 20 random
fragments selected from 454 reads of length 400 bp with 3X, 10X, and 20X coverages
Assigning an average-smallest distances score to each read in a pseudocontig,
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Figure 7.5: scores for an articial chimeric contig with the reads for the rst
hundred bases from a genome with 10x coverage, bases 101-200 for a genome with
20X coverage, and bases 201-300 for a genome with 3X coverage.
a numerical signal is generated such as the one plotted in Figure 7.5. The scores
derived from an articial chimeric contig consisting of 3 regions from dierent
genomes with coverage values 3X, 10X and 20X is illustrated. Each read is rep-
resented by the average of rst 10 smallest distances. It can be seen that high
coverage regions have smaller average scores and that the average score increases
with decreasing coverage values. Unsupervised RAIphy processes the signal with a
simple method: a change in regime determined if 20 upstream values in the signal
are signicantly dierent than the 20 downstream values. Empirically, this was
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decided as the student's t-test values, and when ever a t score t > 1:5 is met, the
boundary is detected as a segmentation point of chimeras.
Composition Based Segmentation
Interspecies chimeras problem created during the fragment walk procedure can be
mitigated when the populations of chimeric organisms are dierent from each other.
However, species with close relative abundance in the community are more dicult
to distinguish by this method. As a complementary second phase, unsupervised
RAIphy employs a procedure that makes use of genome signatures in an informa-
tion theoretic framework. An approach such as entropic segmentation is applicable
in case the species diversity is not discriminative. We determined Jensen-Shannon
divergence [213] as the segmentation method for composition based segmentation
of unsupervised RAIphy. According to this scheme a moving boundary bisects a
genome fragment f in two parts fa and fb. The divergence between these two
subfragments is
DJS(fa; fb) = H(f)  jfajjf j H(fa) 
jfbj
jf jH(fb) (7.2)
where the entropies are estimated using relative trinucleotide frequencies as dis-
tribution estimates. The divergence scores are calculated for a moving boundary
along a DNA fragment and the boundary position resulting in the highest diver-
gence score is detected as the segmentation boundary. As an empirical threshold,
we decided to segment the sequence if the peak divergence value is greater than 2
times the average divergence along the fragment.
In Figure 7.6,the segmentation algorithm is run on an articial chimeric contig
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with constant depth coverage. Unsupervised RAIphy employs JS segmentation
iteratively until no segmentation is required according to the segmentation thresh-
old.
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Figure 7.6: Jensen-Shannon divergence values for a moving boundary in a chimeric sequence.
The rst 3000 bp is assembled from E. coli (GC-content: 0.51) and the last 7000 bp is assam-
bled from Y. Pestis (GC-content: 0.48). Distributions of 3-mers were used. The maximum JS
divergence value correctly locates the boundary of species transition.
Even in the absence of chimeras the fragment walk may result in the joining
together of noncontiguous sections of the genome because of the pervasiveness of
compositional structure. Furthermore, the fragment walk ignores the problem of
repeats which will also result in a misassembly. For these reasons we call the
resulting assembly a pseudocontig instead of a contig. However, these issues are
not to be addressed by unsupervised RAIphy, because the primary goal is to group
the taxonomically related metagenome data together.
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7.3 Taxonomic Clustering
Taxonomic clustering of pseudocontigs generated in previous steps is be performed
by an unsupervised clustering algorithm. According to this scheme, every contig is
represented by the compositional features. Relative abundance indices are trained
for each cluster, and RAI metric is employed to classify the pseudocontigs. A
simulated annealing technique is used to avoid local minima problem.
7.3.1 Estimating the RAI's of Taxa Existing in the Metagenome
When models for the source genomes are available a priori, as the case in supervised
binning, the problem is a detection problem in which we detect the classes of
fragments given the models. When models for the genomes are not available we
can treat the problem as an estimation problem in which the models describing the
given fragments are to be estimated. Since we quantify the goodness of a model
with the RAI score needed with respect to the model for a given fragment, the
objective function we need to maximize is the total relative abundance index:
cM = argmax
M
rai(MjC;X; n) (7.3)
where M is the set of RAI models, C is the class assignments X is the set of frag-
ments (or pseudocontigs) and n is the number of models. In other words, we search
for the model set which would most parsimoniously represent the fragment collec-
tion. The solution of this optimization requires partitioning the set of fragment
into classes. While this parsing problem is known to be NP-hard [200], ecient
approximate solutions exist. We use the Generalized Lloyd Algorithm [198] also
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known as the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) procedure [214] for this optimization.The
classication procedure can be abstracted as follows:
PROCEDURE::LBG
1. initialize models
2. perform RAI detection on the fragment set
3. update models training over the concatenation of fragments
in each class
4. if the change in the objective is not significant, TERMINATE
5. GOTO 2
The LBG algorithm converges to a local minimum with a solution which is
dependent on the initial conditions rather than the global minimum. In our case,
we initiate models training over random pseudocontigs from the set generated in
previous steps of the algorithm. If two initial fragments picked are from the same
taxon, the corresponding models will tend to describe the fragments from the same
taxon and multiple genomes will be described by single models. This unbalanced
distribution causes the algorithm to settle down to a local minimum. In order to
mitigate this problem, we modify the LBG algorithm in two ways:
1. Initializing models by picking dissimilar fragments
2. Simulated annealing based on disturbing \abnormal" models
Initializing Models by Picking Dissimilar Fragments
In order to start with initial models estimated from the fragments of dierent
taxa, we iteratively split the initial models training them over the most dissimilar
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fragments available. We begin by picking a random fragment and train a model
using it. In each iteration a new model is added by training it over the fragment
which has the minimum RAI score in the set. We expect that this fragment will
belong to an unmodeled genome and the new model will desctribe a new genome
in the mixture.
PROCEDURE::initialize models
1. train a model over a random fragment
2. perform RAI detection on the fragment set
3. find the fragment with minimum RAI score, train a new model
using it
4. if the number of models is reached, TERMINATE
5. GOTO 2
Simulated Annealing Based on Disturbing Abnormal Models
Simulated annealing can be employed as a renement to LBG by disturbing the
nal solution and trying to perturb it from a local minimum. In our case, we can
disturb bad models, forcing them to evolve to better estimations. That is to say
if a single genome is described by multiple models or vice versa the corresponding
models should be signicantly dierent from models which uniquely describe single
genomes. Moreover, if we can dene functions detecting this kind of abnormality,
it is possible to dene procedures for disturbing nal solutions to force the opti-
mization converge to global maximum. Here we dene statistics which can be used
to dierentiate good models from bad models.
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Model Quality Based on Population Density
In order nd some characteristics of good models, we rst start with the hypothesis
that a genome fragment is likely to have a large RAI score calculated under the
model estimated for that taxon, i.e. given the taxon model, fragments with higher
RAI scores are observed with higher probability. Now we dene a function which
gives a measure of deviation from the taxon model: Assume Y is the pseudocontig
that is used as the training sequence for the estimation of the taxon model and
x is any random fragment from this taxon. The RAI score distance of these two
sequences can be dened as the dierence in the amount of information in bits to
describe the sequences x and Y :
DRAI(x; Y ) = jrai(xjY )  rai(Y )j (7.4)
=
X
jf(xn; xn 1; : : : ; xn k)  f(Yn; Yn 1; : : : ; Yn k)jrai(Yn; Yn 1; : : : ; Yn k)
When the fragment x has the same oligonucleotide frequencies with the training
sequence Y , the description divergence is zero and it is some positive value for
diverging oligonucleotide distribution. For a good model, the RAI distance will
have a probability distribution function which is greater for large values with a
large kurtosis. Note that this is also associated with having large total RAI score.
However, this might not be true for a weak taxon model. We measure model tness
with a function of RAI distance:
F =
R0:5
R0:1
(7.5)
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where
P (DRAI(x; Y ) < R0:5) =
Z
r<R0:5
p(DRAI(x; Y ) = r) dr = 0:5 (7.6)
and
P (DDL(x; Y ) < R0:1) =
Z
r<R0:1
p(DRAI(x; Y ) = r) dr = 0:1 (7.7)
We compare the radii that the probability of observing a genome fragment with
RAI score greater than them are 0.5 and 0.1 respectively. So since for the good
models the probability density function reaches its largest values for large RAI
scores, it is expected that the CDF reaches 0.1 in a small radius and F is high.
This is again not expected for poor models of genomes.
In practice, we estimate F by calculating the ratio of median RAI score and the
RAI score of d0:1neth fragment (where n is the number of fragments in the class)
in descending order in a class of fragments assigned to a model. The underlying
reason for this estimation is the ratios of sample numbers estimate the integrals in
a Monte Carlo sense.
Simulated Annealing Strategy
At the end of each LBG epoch, we detect the weak models and disturb them so
that we can rerun the procedure as follows: If any two close models are both
detected to be weak, these two clusters are merged since it is possible that they are
two dierent models trying to describe the same genome. On the other hand, the
weak model with the least total RAI score is split into two models since it might
be a single model trying to describe multiple genomes. Iteratively following this
procedure allows us to correct the weak models and improve the optimization.
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PROCEDURE::SA based on model fittness
1. set the objective function to -1
2. run LBG
3. detect weak models using model fitness criteria
4. if the change in the objective is not significant or there
are no weak models, TERMINATE
5. merge the closest two weak models; if there is one, randomly
disturb it
6. split the weak model with the smallest RAI score into two
7. GOTO 2
We have empirically determined the model tness threshold as 4.1 calculating over
good (< R0:2 away from actual centroid) and poor (> R0:2 away from actual cen-
troid) models. The simulated annealing stops when all the models are determined
to be good.
7.4 Results
Unsupervised RAIphy performs as an unsupervised binning program, since it takes
metagenome sequences as input and returns taxonomic clusters. In order to eval-
uate its performance, we compared unsupervised RAIphy with existing binning
programs. To simulate metagenomes, we have picked a set of random genomes
from NCBI RefSeq database with random relative abundance values. Minimum
coverage of 3X with 400 bp average read length is considered to simulate the cur-
rent pyrosequencing technology. We used a varying number of genomes for each
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experiment to represent metagenomes of dierent complexity. We repeated each
experiment 100 times to obtain average accuracy values.
The quality of clustering depends on several factors. We adopted two measures
of quality to assess the accuracy of clustering. The rst measure is recall, which
assumes that if a cluster has the most elements of a class, then it represents the
class. The true positive calculation according to this assignment
Recall =
1
N
X
j
max
i
Cij (7.8)
where Cij is the number of sequencing reads in cluster i belonging to taxon j, and
N is the total number of reads in the metagenome.
Similarly, precision assumes a cluster has the label of the most dominantly
populated class in it, and measures the true positives with this assumption:
Precision =
1
N
X
i
max
j
Cij (7.9)
The clustering accuracies are compared with the results of three well-known unsu-
pervised binning algorithms: LikelyBin, CompostBin, and SCIMM. The average
recall and precision values show for metagenomes of varying abundance show that
unsupervised RAIphy improves the binning accuracy signicantly. We have seen
that for metagenomes simulations consisting of 5, 20 and 50 species, unsupervised
RAIphy binning stayed above 80% recall performance on average. Similarly, the
precision value was never observed to be below 75% for the entire set of experi-
ments. The average performance with these experiments are shown in the graphs
7.7, 7.8, and 7.9.
It is known that new generation sequencing technologies have relatively higher
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Figure 7.7: The average binning performance of unsupervised RAIphy algorithm
compared with LikelyBin, CompostBin, and SCIMM programs for metagenome
sets of 5 organisms. 100 experiments with varying population abundance is per-
formed.
sequencing error rates than Sanger sequencing [215]. To see the eect of sequencing
errors on our unsupervised binning method, we simulated sequencing with changing
error rates. An experiment on 5 genome dataset with 400 bp reads have shown that
unsupervised RAIphy is very robust for sequencing errors. This can be considered
as an advantage provided by genome signatures for averaging out the sequence
errors and smoothing their eects.
error rate % Recall Precision
0 0.951 0.969
1 0.947 0.952
3 0.928 0.944
5 0.916 0.941
Table 7.2: The performance drop in metagenome binning of 5 genomes with se-
quencing error. The unsupervised RAIphy algorithm exhibits a robust nature to
sequencing errors. The recall and precision values do not fall under 0.9 even with
5% error rate.
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Figure 7.8: The average binning performance of unsupervised RAIphy algorithm
compared with LikelyBin, CompostBin, and SCIMM programs for metagenome
sets of 20 organisms. 100 experiments with varying population abundance is per-
formed.
Figure 7.9: The average binning performance of unsupervised RAIphy algorithm
compared with LikelyBin, CompostBin, and SCIMM programs for metagenome
sets of 50 organisms. 100 experiments with varying population abundance is per-
formed.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Future Work
This work concentrates on a mathematical characterization of DNA sequences
called genome signatures. What distinguishes genome signatures from other types
of mathematical characterizations is their species specic and pervasive nature.
The premise of genome signatures is that they result in unique representations for
each species; this is associated with the species specic feature. Moreover, the
associated representation can be deduced from a random genomic fragment of the
corresponding species; this is associated with the pervasive feature. The genome
signature concept provides various opportunities for computational biology appli-
cations in diverse elds such as metagenomics, phylogenetics, and evolutionary
biology. For example a genomic fragment of an unknown source can be assigned
to its origin of species using genome signature similarities between the fragment
and the known species.
It was shown that well-known DNA sequence characterizations such as GC con-
tent, amino acid usage and synonymous codon usage can be considered as direct
or approximate functions of oligonucleotide occurrence frequencies of a DNA se-
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quence. We have introduced some possible functions of oligonucleotide frequencies
as a class of genome signatures which emphasize the short term dependencies of the
nucleotides forming the double helix. They are distinguished from the signatures
which characterize longer term correlations or some other complexity features of
genomes. Although most of them are in the same class, dierent genome signatures
emphasize dierent conserved properties of genomic sequences.
An important observation on genome signatures is that the distance metrics
measuring the similarity of DNA sequences signicantly aect the pervasiveness
and species specicity. For example, the ANOVA tests performed on dierent
genome signatures show that simple signatures (e.g. oligonucleotide frequencies)
can be more specic than signatures featuring more complicated attributes of
genomes (e.g. abundance indices, which measure the deviation from randomness)
in a Euclidean distance sense. In fact, the signatures which appear to be weak
for one distance metric can contain signicant information about its genome. It is
possible to exploit the information contained in a characterization more eciently
with a better choice of similarity measurement.
We have seen that signatures measuring the relative abundance of oligonu-
cleotides appear to be less species specic when Euclidean distance is considered.
Perhaps, because of this reason, most computational biology applications prefer
oligonucleotide content over functions of oligomer counts. We studied probabilistic
measurements rather than absolute metrics, and we observed that the information
contained in oligonucleotide relative abundance measurements can be utilized more
eciently. As a result, better pervasiveness and specicity is obtained. The novel
signature is named as Relative Abundance Index (RAI).
The improvement promised by RAI has been validated on a metagenome anal-
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ysis application: the RAIphy program. With the introduction of a semi-supervised
nature using an iterative renement algorithm, RAIphy provides accurate metagenome
binning for a large range of DNA fragment lengths. We reported that RAIphy per-
forms better than current compositional binning methods for the sequencing read
length of contemporary sequencing technology (100 bp-1000 bp), and it is compet-
itive with similarity-search based methods for the same range. For longer DNA
contigs, RAIphy outperformed the existing binning programs. RAIphy's compact,
fast, and parallelizable nature makes it suitable as a taxonomy assignment module
of metagenome analysis pipelines.
As an alternative application using genome signatures with a probabilistic mea-
surement approach, we have designed an unsupervised binning method. This
method, called unsupervised RAIphy, uses Markov models with model tness mea-
surements and RAI measurements to taxonomically cluster sequence reads. The
framework developed for the unsupervised binning method replaces the sequen-
tial paradigm of metagenome analysis. Instead of assembling genomes rst and
binning subsequently, we employed a convolved process of pseudoassembly and
clustering. Genome signatures applications involve in both phases for pseudocon-
tig generation and taxonomic clustering. The results of unsupervised RAIphy oer
signicant improvement over current unsupervised binning techniques.
Use of genome signatures with carefully dened distance metrics promises a
great potential for many areas. Especially we have observed that the pervasiveness
and specicity of signals embedded in genomic sequences might be potentially
greater than the expectations. The related information contained in biological
sequences can be exploited more carefully with further study. Some potentially
novel applications of genome signatures could be listed as follows.
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Metagenome assembly
The results obtained by the novel unsupervised binning approach is promising
for the development of parallelized algorithms in order to assemble metagenomics
data from dierent genomes simultaneously. A straightforward procedure can be
cascading whole genome assemblers to the binning pipeline (e.g. unsupervised
RAIphy) in order to produce genome assemblies.
The unsupervised RAIphy algorithm deploys concepts of genome assembly to be
used in metagenome binning. A more intimate communication between assembly
and binning might be useful for a monolithic approach instead of a pipeline. In
this context, a monolithic method means a parallelizable recursive algorithm for
genome assembly. This includes the assembly of small contigs and clustering them
repeatedly until no further contig assembly is achievable. A recursive assembly in
this manner was proposed for single genome assembly [216], and improvement in
accuracy was observed for even single genome assembly.
Here, also the species specicity of compositional features contributes to di-
viding the problem into subproblems in dierent genomes. In this manner, an
alternative strategy could be employing contig assembly on pseudocontig groups
and clustering them with unsupervised RAIphy. Repeating this procedure iter-
atively similar to [216] until no more assembly is possible, will form a recursive
strategy for metagenome assembly.
The accuracy of metagenome binning and assembly methods is expected to
increase with DNA read length since longer DNA fragments contain more infor-
mation. The fragment walk procedure results from unsupervised RAIphy suggests
that greedy contig generation accuracies with 10 Kbp and 50 Kbp fragments is
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observed to be high. In fact, for this range of DNA read lengths, the binning
process is highly accurate. Moreover the genome assembly is also much easier.
Although we have designed our research methodology for second generation high-
throughput sequencing which provide a large number of short DNA reads, the
accuracy increases further with longer fragments. Prospective third generation
genome sequencing which might be available soon [217-219] will be capable of
yielding inexpensive DNA reads in the range of 10 Kbp-50 Kbp. Sucient deep
sequencing of microbiomes by the prospective sequencing technology and the anal-
ysis of data using the proposed approach has the potential to open the door for ab
initio metagenome annotation in which the biodiversity and genomes existing in
the environment are explored in silico from sequencing data.
Computational comparative metagenomics
The biological diversity studies associated with microbial communities have re-
vealed that the relationship of microbiata with host organisms or an abiotic en-
vironment is related with the composition of the communities. The human mi-
crobiome project [220] enabled the focusing on whether and how the microbial
communities eect human health. Investigation of existence/absence of bacteria
and its contribution to human disease [221], detecting the microbial elements of
human obesity [222], abundance dierences between human infant and mature gut
microbiomes reecting the dierence in digestion patterns [223, 224], the eects of
mammalian microbiomes on the host cholesterol metabolism [225] are some exam-
ples emphasizing the importance of microbiomes to human health.
The characterization of microbial diversity has been performed with certain
methods identifying and categotizing microbial organisms taxonomically. The most
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popular characterization technique has been ribotyping using 16S RNA genes, Mul-
tilocus Sequence Typing, and the use of marker genes. Recently developed methods
MEGAN, CARMA, SONs [226], Libshu [227], and Metastats [228] have limita-
tions in metagenome characterization. These limitations are mainly due to low
resolution of marker gene approaches and being conned to currently explored
taxa.
In order to characterize microbial communities more carefully with exploit-
ing metagenomes and gathering more information, characterizing microbiomes by
metagenome signatures and conduct comparative metagenomics using this mathe-
matical characterization is a potential approach to microbiome studies. While new
generation DNA sequencing technologies provide feasibility of deep sequencing of
metagenomes, inferring compositional maps of metagenomes is now achievable.
Using metagenome signatures in order to compare microbial communities will
provide several advantages. First of all, the data we gather to process constitute a
compositional image of the metagenome instead of taxonomic composition infor-
mation. We can make use of it by discretizing the map with a desired resolution
and digitally process it in the metric space where the signatures are dened. As
the metagenome signatures, models derived from a pseudocontig generation process
can be used.
Since every taxon has an index (or similarly ID) and an abundance value as
a result of digital signal processing of metagenome signatures, methods from gene
expression research can be exported. The analogy can be conducted as: the genes
are replaced by genomes (or taxonomic units of some resolution), the expression
values are replaced by relative abundance in the population and the hypothesis
\gene expression patterns contain information about the state of cells" is replaced
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by the hypothesis \the composition patterns of microbiomes contain information
about the state of organisms". It is possible to employ serial analysis for detecting
which microbes are changing the composition similar to the serial analysis of gene
expression [229]. Moreover, multivariate statistics such as vector clustering (a
vector consists of multiple taxa) can be employed to observe the positive or negative
correlations for symbiosis estimation studies. There are several feature selection
techniques to detect the active variables in a process. Those feature selection
methods can be used for detecting active components of microbiome OTUs eective
in a process. A number of machine learning procedures have been useful for the
detection of pathology (such as cancer) using pattern recognition in clinical gene
expression data [230]. Adopting the concepts from that know-how, clinical samples
can be used for training classes and the detection of pathology or hypothesis testing
involving evolutionary characteristics of microbiomes.
Capturing genome signature data in time series as a function of molec-
ular evolution
The idea of capturing the compositional characteristics of a microbial community
using genome signatures is representing it with a set of vectors in a metric space
which is phylogenetically meaningful. Considering the hypothesis that genome sig-
natures are driven by evolutionary processes, metagenome signature data are snap-
shots of a phase portrait at a given time. According to this hypothesis, genome
signatures migrate/diuse in the metric space during the course of evolution. At-
tempts to model these evolutionary dynamics using the mentioned phase-portrait
approach is a signicant both for i) Estimating the ecological dynamics, and ii)
as a mathematical approach for modeling microbial evolution and coevolution of
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communities. An approach for such an attempt is using computer vision methods
such as motion analysis and diusion dynamics [231]. A series of clinical samples
form images of time series and models derived from these data will be utilized to see
whether evolution can be predictable based on model tness as well as estimating
patterns and trends in evolution under certain treatment.
Evolutionary implications of genome signatures
Genome signatures capture the compositional features of DNA content in organ-
isms. They reect the total net response of a genome to its environment. The
relationship of environment and genome composition has been investigated for
compositional features such as GC content, amino acid usage, synonymous codon
usage and genome signatures. In this work, we explored that better modeling is
achievable by dening signatures emphasizing various compositional features with
careful selection of distance metrics. Following this line of thought, better cor-
relations with environmental factors and genome composition can be addressed.
For instance, support vector regression of abundance index proles is a candidate
for a environmental factor-genome composition investigation. Better correlations
between environmental factors (e.g. optimal growth temperature, habitat, respira-
tory behavior, nutrition, etc.) and composition or discovery of unknown relations
might be valuable for better understanding of organism-environment relationships,
as well as molecular evolution.
It has been discovered that sequenced genomes of organisms from all domains
of life have specic k-distributions of oligonucleotides. That kind of distribution
can be modeled by double-Pareto-lognormal distributions [232], meaning that dif-
ferent Pareto distributions are tted for both tails and a lognormal distribution is
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observed in the middle section. Double-Pareto-lognormal distribution successfully
ts to the oligonucleotide occurrence of dierent organisms, from prokaryotes to
higher eukaryotes with dierent parameters [233]. This distribution is associated
with a random evolution by duplication model. According to that model, the evo-
lution initiates with a short random genomic sequence. This sequence can be an
outcome of Bernoulli process in which no correlation exists between the nearby
nucleotides. Then the genome starts to expand with random copy-paste editions.
A random section of the genome is copied and inserted to another random location
with random point mutations. The simulations of this simple process is employed
with random seed of 1000bp sequences and duplication of 25-33 bp sections until
a genome size is reached [232,233]. The k-distribution statistics of the simulated
genomes match surprisingly well with the corresponding real-life genomes. There-
fore a neutralist evolution model is proposed with random duplications of genomic
segments in the early age of evolution to a last universally known common an-
cestor. The optimal initial seed length, which is around 1000 bp agrees with the
\RNA-world hypothesis for the origin of life" [233,234]. Therefore, a from a small
stable RNA sequence, the small sections around 25-31 bp are copied by ribzymes
and growth of genome followed that strategy.
The duplicative evolution hypothesis is supported by the experiments simu-
lating the process which yield similar k-distributions. However, according to this
argument, the statistics of real genomes and the genomes generated by duplicative
evolution simulations match for short term correlations. A computational hypoth-
esis testing procedure considering longer term correlations can be considered by
employing the corresponding genome signatures. Average mutual information pro-
les and correlation strength signatures, which estimate the longer term correla-
149
tions of DNA sequences can provide broader insights to the RNA-world hypothesis
for the origin of life.
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